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One Hundred Third Commencement 
May 7, 1999 
Clemson, South Carolina 
Congratulatory Applause 
You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for individual 
graduates. Such expressions frequently detract from the recognition due the 
next graduate in line. Your cooperation is respectfully requested. 
9:30 a.m. 
Graduation 
Friday, May 7, 1999 
Littlejohn Coliseum 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
2:30 p.m. 
(Audience will please stand as faculty and candidates march in and 
remain standing for the invocation.) 
Invocation 
Laura Adair Ramage, Student Representative 
Erin Leigh Batth, Student Representative 
Introduction of Trustees 
President Constantine W. Curris 
Conferring of Honorary Degree 
President Constantine W. Curris 
Reflections 
Marian Wright Edelman 
Recognition of the Deans of the Colleges 
Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Steffen H. Rogers 
Conferring of Degrees and Delivery of Diplomas 
President Constantine W. Curris 
Recognition and Presentation of Awards 
Norris Medal 
Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award 
Alumni Master Teacher Award 
Faculty Scholarship Award 
Aurora Brass Quintet 
Frank W. Breazeale, Organist 
Kevin Davidson, Soloist 
Professor Frank Louis Day, University Marshal 
HONORARY DEGREE 
MARIAN WRIGHT EDELMAN 
DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES 
Considered to be one of the most visionary leaders in the United States, S.C. native 
Marian Wright Edelman has spearheaded the nation's campaign for children's rights as 
president and founder of the Children's Defense Fund (CDF). 
Mrs. Edelman was born in Bennettsville, S.C., the daughter of a Baptist minister who 
believed that helping others is the "rent each of us pays for living." She has translated that 
early message into a life of advocacy for disadvantaged Americans. 
A graduate of Spelman College and Yale Law School, Mrs. Edelman began her 
campaign for children in the mid-60s when, as the first black woman admitted to the 
Mississippi Bar, she directed the NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund Office in 
Jackson. Mrs. Edelman also worked as counsel for the Poor People's March that Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. began before his death. In addition to trying civil rights cases, she 
successfully helped protect the fledgling Head Start Program from political attack. 
In 1968 she founded the Washington Research Project, which became the Children's 
Defense Fund in 1973. She also worked as director of the Center for Law and Education at 
Harvard University. ,,. 
Mrs. Ede lman has received numerous honorary degrees and awards including the Albert 
Schweitzer Humanitarian Prize and the Heinz Award. In 1985 she became a MacArthur 
Foundation Prize Fellow. She was named one of America's 50 most powerful women by the 
Ladies Home Journal and one ot the best managers of nonprofit organizations by Business 
Week. Mrs. Edelman served as chair of the Board of Trustees for Spelman College from 
1976 to 1987. In addition to these honors, she has garnered distinction from virtually every 
women's, children's and minority organization in America. 
A staunch proponent of civil and human rights, Mrs. Edelman has served on numerous 
committees and commissions, including the Presidential Commission on Americans 
Missing and Unaccounted For in Southeast Asia, the National Commission on the 
International Year of the Child and the U.S. Olympic Committee. Since 1993 she has 
served as the U.S. representative to UNICEF. 
Mrs. Edelman is the author of several books, including Families in Peril: An Agenda for 
Social Change; The Measure of Our Success: A Letter to My Children and Yours; Guide My Feet: 
Meditations and Prayers on Loving and Working for Children; a children's book, Stand for 
Children; and a memoir of mentors that will be published by Beacon Press this year. 
Because of her undying service to Americans and to South Carolinians, it is a privilege 
for Clemson University to honor Marian Wright Edelman with the presentation of the 
honorary degree, Doctor of Humanities. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr., Chairman __________ Columbia 
Joseph D. Swann, Vice Chairman Greenville 
Bill L. Amick Batesburg 
J. J. Britton Sumter 
Leon J. Hendrix, Jr. New York, NY 
Harold D. Kingsmore Aiken 
Louis B. Lynn Columbia 
Patricia H. McAbee McCormick 
Leslie G. McCraw Greenville 
E. Smyth McKissick, III Greenville 
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr. Columbia 
William C. Smith, Jr. Columbia 
Allen P. Wood Florence 
Trustees Emeriti 
Louis P. Batson, Jr. ________________ Greenville 
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. Charleston 
W. G. DesChamps, Jr. Bishopville 
Paul W. McAlister Laurens 
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr. Charleston 
D. Leslie Tindal Pinewood 
James M. Waddell, Jr. Columbia 
Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees 
J. Thornton Kirby 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
Constantine W. Curris ______________ President 
Steffen H. Rogers Vice President for 
Academic Affairs and Provost 
John Kelly ________________ Vice President for 
Public Service and Agriculture 
Neill Cameron Vice President for Advancement 
Almeda Jacks Vice President for Student Affairs 
Scott Ludlow Chief Financial Officer 
David Stalnaker Executive Director of the Commission 
on the Future of Clemson and Assistant to the President 
The Academic Procession 
The Academic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, trustees, and honored 
guests of the University. Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its marshal, 
a senior faculty member, with the college baton, described under University Regalia. 
The college banners are placed on the stage. Each banner is a combination of colors that 
declare the disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were established by the 
American Council on Education, are as follows: 
Coll ege 
Agriculture, Forestry and Life 
Sciences 
Architecture, Arts and 
Humanicies 
Business and Public Affairs 
Engineering and Science 























Purple and Orange 





















Collegiate faculty follow their marshal in order of academic rank wearing academic 
costumes of medieval origin. Those who have received their degrees from institutions outside 
the United States wear costumes specified by the award ing institutions. 
The academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from United States' institutions a re 
specified by a uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are 
black and are usually mortar boards with tassels. Doctors of Philosophy wear gold tassels 
usually of metallic thread; other degrees wear black or discipline colors. 
The bachelor's gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, a lso 
black, are longer than bachelors. Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow while 
those since 1960 have sleeves extended to the wrist. Doctors' gowns are full, with bell-like 
sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and the sleeves are marked by three velvet 
bars. While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to replace black velvet 
with velvet in the discipline color. A second variation is a colored gown usua lly of the 
university's colors. 
All hoods spec ify the level of degree, the type of discipline studied and the awarding 
institution. First, degree level is signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' smallest, 
masters' larger, and doctors' quite large and of a different shape. C lemson does not award 
hoods to bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also conveys the degree . Second ly, the 
degree is indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the throat over the gown. 
The most frequently seen is dark blue, which designatQS the doctor of philosophy (Ph.D.) 
degree. Finally, the color of the hood's lining specifies the awarding institution. The colors 
are displayed in combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson 
University hood is lined with purple through which is an orange chevron (a "V"). Although 
many combinations are duplicated by dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only 
institution with char registered combination. 
The officers, trustees, and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical, or military 
regalia as set forth by their professions. They are preceded by the University Marshal. Clad 
in a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal wears no hood and bears the University 
mace. At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional but are 
dismissed, along with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
The University Regalia 
The University mace is the symbolic representation of the whole of Clemson 
University and must be present at any convocation where the University, 
through its delegated members, is acting officially. At any official convocation 
such as commencement, the University Marshal, carrying the mace, precedes 
the President into the assembly. The mace rests before the President's chair or 
speaker's stand throughout the ceremony, and its removal from the assembly at 
the close of a convocation is symbolic of the official withdrawal of the 
University and, thus, the close of the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the ceremonial 
maces carried by heads of state and church in the Middle Ages. Its basic 
clublike shape, however, is much more ancient, probably going back to man's 
prehistory. It is made of walnut wood and silver, with the seal of the University 
in gold and the University colors represented by insets of cornelian (orange) 
and amethyst (purple). Amethyst is also the state stone of South Carolina. 
The Presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority vested in the 
office of president by the governing body of the University. Only the 
University President may wear it, and while wearing it he speaks for the whole 
body of the institution. Clemson's chain and seal are made of silver and gold, 
and cornelian and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval "staffs of 
office" which were carried by the senior members of departments of state or 
church. They display the seal of the University and the symbolic color of the 
discipline to which the college belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut 
wood and silver with the various disciplines inset with enamel. 
The University regalia were designed and executed by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. 
Mr. Ebendorf is twice winner of the Tiffany Award and one of the most 
acclaimed goldsmiths of our era. The enamel plaques for the batons were 
executed by the late Professor Marshall C. Bell, and the lapidary work was 
executed by the late Mr. C. C. Wilson of Clemson University. 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DOCTOR'S DEGREE 
BONNIE HOLADAY, Dean, G raduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Agronomy 
Ligia Aura Bejat ________________________________ Bucharest, Romania 
B.S., University of Bucharesc; M.S., C lemson University 
Dissertation: Spacial Distribution of Water Flux and Solute Dispersion in Undiscurbed Soils 
Advisor: Dr. V. L. Qu isenberry 
Animal Physiology 
Homer Lee Higdon !I! San Angelo, TX 
B.S., M.S., Angelo State University 
Dissertation: Development of a Diabetic Cow Model: Effects of Streptozotocin on Endocrine and Metabolic Evencs 
Advisor: Dr. J. C. Spitzer 
Applied Economics 
Ayse Yildiz Evrense l-,---,--,.-,-.,-----,,.,-----,-,----=-..,,----,-,-----,-,,-----,-------- Istanbul , Turkey 
B.S., University of Ankara; M.A., Clemson University; Ph.D., University of Zurich 
Dissertation: Effectiveness of IMF·Supported Stabilizat ion Programs in Developing Countries 
Adv isor: Dr. G. P. Dwyer, Jr. 
Steven Wayne Lindsey-------------------------------- Payson, UT 
B.A., Brigham Young University 
Dissertation: T ime Sensitive Nature of Paten t Va lue Estimates: The Case of Food Additives 
Advisor: Dr. M. T. Maloney 
Mona Ray Lawrencev ille, GA 
B.A., M.A., University of Kalyan i 
Dissertation: Effect iveness of Credit Pooling Techniques for Infrastructure Development in Rural Communities: A Quasi· 
Experimental Analysis 
Adv isor: Dr. J.C. Hite 
Louis Joseph Zabaneh Pomona, Belize 
B.A., Rockford College; M.A., Clemson University 
Disserration: Economic Impacts of International Trade Agreements on the \Vorld Frozen Concentrate Orange Juice Market 
Advisor: Dr. K. H. Kahl 
Environmental Toxicology 
Patrick C hristopher Wi lson Laurens, SC 
B.S., M. S., C lemson University 
Disserrntion: Phytorcmediation of Mern laxyl and Simazine Residues in Water Using Ornamenta l and Native Wetland Plant 
Species 
Advisor: Dr. S. J. Klaine 
Food T echnology 
Kristian Ian Garver Coopersburg, PA 
B.S., De Valley College of Science & Agricul ture; M.S., Purdue University 
Dissercation: Further Purification and Characterization of Jenseniin G, a Bacteriocin Produced by a Dairy Propion ibacteria 
Adv isor: Dr. S. F. Ba refoot 
William Scott Whiteside-------------------------------- Pelzer, SC 
B.A., M.S., C lemson University 
Dissenation: Feasibility of Clarified Apple Juice Production Using Stainless Steel Membranes 
Advisor: Dr. R. L. Thomas 
Forest Resources 
Christopher Elliott Moorman Douglas, GA 
B.S., M.S., Universi ty of Georgia 
Dissertation: Rel<1cionships Between Artificially Creaced Gaps and Breeding Birds in a South Carolina Boctomland Foresc 
Advisor: Dr. D. C. Guynn, Jr. 
Genetics 
Heng Zhu Beijing, China 
B.S., Peking University 
Dissertation : Genetic Physical and Expression Analysis of Genes Regulacing Appressorium Formation in the Rice Blas t 
Fungus 
Advisor: Dr. R. A. De<m 
Microbiology 
William Madison Harley Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., University of Georgia 
Dissertation: Growth of Lactobacillus Plantarum BFool and Production of Planraricin F, an Antimicrobial Substance, in 
Batch and Continuous Cultures 
Advisor: Dr. M. J. B. Paynter 
Narmada Muthu Madras, India 
B.S., Osmania University; M.S., University of Madras 
Dissertation: Studies on Cycokine Profile and lmmunoglobulin Secretion in Response to Three Novel Immunomodularing 
Agents with Potential for Therapeutic Application 
Advisor: Dr. E. L. Kline 
Jeffery Scott Terhune Ladson, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Effects of Approved Aquaculture Drugs on the Immune Response of Channel Catfish, lcrnlurus punquares 
Advisor: Dr. T. E. Schwedler 
Nutrition 
Sheng Zhang.,----,,,.--,--,,--------::-----,--,..,,.---..,,.,.---,----------------Qing Dao, China 
B.S., Shandong Textile Engineering Institutei M.S., C lemson University 
Dissertation: Alpha·Tocopherol Binding Proteins 
Advisor: Dr. D. V. Maurice 
Plant Physiology 
Charles Edward Beard ________________________________ Waycross, GA 
B.S., Mercer University; M.S., Georgia College 
Dissertation: Biology of Trichomycetes (Zygomycora) Inhabiting Black Flies (Diptera: Simuliidae) 
Advisor: Dr. T. M. Mcinnis, Jr. 
Zoology 
Karen Leah McGlothlin _______________________________ Kingsport, TN 
B.S., M.S., East Tennessee State University 
Dissertation: The Structure, Ultrastructure, and Function of the Protonephridial System of Asplanchmt priddonrn (Rocifern) 
Advisor: Dr. E. E. Ruppert 
Andrew Stanley Mount Clemson, SC 
B.S., University of Tampa, M.S., College of Charleston 
Dissercation: Diffusion Limited Nucleation of Calcite in che Eastern Oyster, Crassoscvea virginica: Biochemical :ind 
Functional Studies of the Organic Matrix From Foliated Shell 
Advisor: Dr. A. P. Wheeler 
Gulsen Ulukoy Anrnlya, Turkey 
B.S., M.S., Mediterranean University 
Dissertation: Studies of the Structure, Function, and Differentiation of the Trophorneniae and Gue in Embryonic Goo<leid 
Fishes 
Advisor: Dr. J. P. Wourms 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Industrial/Organizational Psychology 
Craig Andrew BeVier Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Racial Differences in Cognitive Abilities: A Meta-analysis 
Advisor: Dr. F. S. Switzer Ill 
Mary Ann Hooten Mt Pleasant, SC 
B.S., University of Alabama-Birmingham; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Interaction Between Error-Based Training Performance and Trainee Goal Orientation 
Advisor: Dr. R. Perlow 
Management Science 
Laura Carmen Lancaster-.,...,..,,...--..,,.,.---,-------------------------Maitland, FL 
B.S., Stetson University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Generalization of Multiple Objective Dynamic Programming with Time-Dependent Costs 
Advisor: Dr. M. M. Koscreva 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Bioengineering 
Stephen Daniel Ainsworth ---,----.,--,.--0---,,.,-----,-.,.-------------------Delmar, NY 
B.S., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; M.S. 1 Clemson University 
Dissertation: Influence of lntravascular Stent Geometry on Stresses to the Arterial Wall 
Advisoro Dr. M. Laberge 
Elizabeth Devereux Claassen -.,--~---------------------------Fairfax, VA 
B.S.E. 1 Duke University, M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Effect of Orthopedic Biomaterials on Osteocalcin Production 
Advisor: Dr. D. L. Powers 
Marc Long -----------------------------------Cannes, France 
B.S., Ecole Nat Sup D'arts Et Metier; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Reciprocating~Sliding Friction and Wear Performance of Titanium Alloys 
Advisoro Dr. H. J. Rack 
Ceramk Engineering 
Jennifer Ann Landsly _________________________________ Lansing, IL 
B.S., Purdue University; M.S., Clemson University 
Oissercacion: A Scacistical Model co Predict Hazardous Waste Glass Durability 
Advisoro Dr. E. C. Skaar 
Chemistry 
Geoffrey Robert Haas Bethel, CT 
BCHE, Western Connecticut State University 
Dissertation: Metal Catalyzed Oxidations in Supercritical Carbon Dioxide 
Advisor: Dr. J. W. Kolis 
He Li Meihekou City, China 
B.S., M.S., Nankai University 
Dissertation: Electrochemical Synthesis o( Transition Metal Chaliogenides: Synthesis, Struccures and Physical Properties 
Advisor: Dr. S. J. Hwu 
Du rm us Ozdemir Izmir, Turkey 
B.S., M.S., Ege University Faculty of Engineering 
Dissertation: Multi-Instrument Calibration with Genetic Regression in UV-Visible and Near-Infrared Spectroscopy 
Advisor: Dr. R. R. Williams 
Civil Engineering 
Eng Hui Khor ____________________________________ Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., National Chung Hsing University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Early-Age Effects on Serviceability Reliability o( Reinforced Concrete Flexural Members 
Advisor: Dr. D. V. Rosowsky 
Paul James Thompson..,,.,.,.--,----,--,-,,----.,..,---,.,.---------------------~Seattle, WA 
B.S., University o( Washington; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Employee-based Project Incentives for the Engineering and Construction Industry 
Advisor: Dr. S. R. Sanders 
Computer Engineering 
Fu min Zhang ------------------------------------Clemson, SC 
B.E., M.E., Tsinghua University 
Dissertation: A Fresh Approach for Lyaprov·Based Control of Mechanical Systems 
Advisor: Dr. D. M. Dawson 
Computer Science 
Jeffrey Blanchard Green --------------------------------EI Paso, TX 
B.S., Carnegie-Mellon University; M.A., University of Texas at Austin 
Dissertation: Partial Evaluation of Event Structures, Occurrence Nets, and Even Expressions 
Advisor: Dr. J. D. McGregor 
Electrical Engineering 
Shuyi Hu iangsu, China 
B.E., M.E., Tsinghua University 
Dissertation: Human Robot Interactions 
Advisor: Dr. J. Y. S. Luh 
Vijay Parihar Sonipat, India 
B.S., M.T., Kurukshetrn University 
Dissertation: Process Optimization and the Development of Manufacturing Equipment for Deposition of Inter-Level 
Dielectric for SllC'S 
Advisor: Dr. R. Singh 
Electrical Engineering (continued) 
Bassem Aziz Shcnouda _________________________________ Ca iro, Egypt 
B.Sc., M.S., Cairo University 
Dissertation: Silicon Micro~machined W~band Horn Antennas and Wave Guides 
Adviso" Dr. L. W. Pearson 
Tongxin Zheng ___________________________________ Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., Tsinghua University 
Dissertation: Modeling and Simulation of an AC Arc Furnace Load 
Advisor: Dr. E. B. Makram 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Carlos D. M. Filipe Porto, Portugal 
B.S., Escola Superior De Biotecnolog 
Dissertation: Competition between Phosphate and Glycogen Accumulating Bacteria: Stoichiometry, Kinetics and the 
Effects of pH 
Advisor: Dr. C. P. L. Grady 
Joseph Rossabi Aiken, SC 
B.A., M.S., State University of New York-Binghamton; M.S., University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Dissertation: The Influence of Atmospheric Pressure Variations on Subsurface Soi l Gas and the Implications fo r 
Environmental Characterization and Remediation 
Advisor: Dr. R. W. Falta 
Industrial Engineering 
David Andrew England ________________________________ Centra l, SC 
B.A., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Methodology for Structured Subjective Adjustment of Quantitative Forecasts 
Advisor: Dr. M. S. Leonard 
John Michael Harris.,....,-,...--=-.,,..---,-,....,---,-.,.---..,.,.---------------------Dccatur, GA 
B.A., Gustavus Adolphus College; M.S., Miami University 
Dissertation: Models of Visual Search Performance 
Advisor: Dr. B. J. Melloy 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Zhicheng Cao ___________________________________ Clemson, SC 
M.S., Birla Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Synthesis and Characterization of Phosphate Ceramics Derived Through So l~Gel Process 
Advisor: Dr. B. l. Lee 
Youngwoo Moon C lemson, SC 
B.S., Seoul National University; M.S. 1 Korea Advanced Institute of Science & Technology 
Dissertation: Characterization of Nonlinear Piezoelectric Behavior of Scress~Biased PLZT Ceram ics Having Different 
Grain Sizes 
Advisor: Dr. E. C. Skaar 
Mathematical Sciences 
Tamra Heather Payne ________________________________ Leesburg, IN 
B.S. 1 Bradley University; M.S., C lemson University 
Dissertation: Quant ifying Error in the Analys is of Partitioning Interval Tracer Tests 
Advisor: Dr. C. L. Cox 
Dawn M. Rose ___________________________________ Rockbnd, MA 
B.S., Emmanuel College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Solution Approaches for a Multi~Oimensional Scheduling Problem in the Apparel Industry 
Advisor: Dr. D. R. Shier 
Mechanical Engineering 
Timothy Allan Conover ________________________________ C lemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Experimental Study of Heat and Mass Transfer in a Buoyant Countercurrent Exchange Flow 
Advisor: Dr. D. E. Beasley 
Pierre Michel Grignon ________________________________ Paris, Frnncc 
B.S., Ensam Center of Paris 
Dissertation: Configuration Design Optim ization Method 
Advisor: Dr. G. M. Fadel 
Yusheng Li _-------.,.--....,...--..,.---:--------------------Zhengzhou, Ch ina 
B.E., Xian M&A Institute; M.E., Chong Q ing University 
Dissertation: Approximation of Pareto Set of Bi~Criteria Optimization Problems 
Advisor: Dr. G. M. Fadel 
Physics 
Jason Stratford Brown Sycamore, IL 
B.S., University of Illinois; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Metastable State for a [1 llJ (110) Dislocations in BZNiAl and its Role in Their Decomposition 
Advisor: Dr. M. S. Daw 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Vocational and Technical Education 
Wells Blakeslee Doty ~---,---,---,--------------------------Salem, SC 
B.S., M.S., United States Naval Academy 
Dissertat ion: Personality Traits and T ypes as Academic Success Predictors 
Advisor: Dr. J. M. Leininger 
Sara Polk Lochridge Greenville, SC 
B.A., Mississippi University fo r Women; M.A., University of Mississippi; M.Ed., Clemson University 
Oisscrcacion: A Comparison of Academic T eachers' Perceptions in the lmplemenration of the Tech Prep Program in 
Greenvi lle County, South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. G. G. Lovedahl 
Larolyn Seegers Zy licz Charlotte, NC 
B.A., M.A., East Carolina University 
Dissertation: Cooperative Learning at a Distance: Web-Based vs. Paper-Based Approaches to Team Management 
Advisor: Dr. G. G. Lovedahl 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
C urriculum and Instruction 
Susan Lee Wainscott _________________________________ Clemson, SC 
B.S., Miami University; M.Ed., C lemson University 
Dissertation: A Cogn itive Schema Explanation for Advanced Placement Students 
Advisor: Dr. R. L. Blackbourn 
Educational Leadership 
Pamela Ann Havice Clemson, SC 
B.S.N., M.S., Fort Hays State University 
Dissertation: Attitudes and Perceptions of University Administrators Relative to Support of Technology Based Distance 
Learning 
Advisor: Dr. T. W. Cawthon 
Parks, Rec reation, and Tourism Management 
Eric Douglas Frauman ______________________________ Pompano Beach, FL 
B.S., M.Ed., University of Florida 
Dissertation: Mindfulness and Visitors to Nature-Based Destinations 
Advisor: Dr. W. C. Norman 
Hnro ld G regory Hawkins _______________________________ Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., C lemson University 
Dissertation: Seeking Common Ground: An Experiment in Building Sense of Community 
Advisor: Dr. R. H. Becker 
Changuk Lee--,-.,----,..-,,--,------,,-,---,----,------,,-,,--,-,------------- Seoul, Korea 
B.S., Hanyang University; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute & Stare Universi ty 
Dissercm1on: Predicting Tourist Attachment co a Destination: An Application of Place Attachment 
Advisor: Dr. L. R. Allen 
Will iam Lew is Obenour ll ______________________________ Pittsburgh, PA 
B.S., Indiana Universi ty of Pennsylvania; M.S., Bowling Green State University 
Dissertation: Analysis of Narratives of Long-Term Travelers 
Adv isor: Dr. F. A. McGuire 
James F. Petrick Fennimore, WI 
B.S., University of Wisconsin-La Crosse 
Dissertat ion: An Examination of the Rel<1tionship Between Golf Travelers' Satisfaction 1 Perceived Value, Loyalty and 
Intention to Revisit 
Advisor: Dr. S. J. Backman 
CANDIDATES FOR THE EDUCATION SPECIALIST AND 
MASTER'S DEGREE 
BONNIE HOLADAY, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
John David Parks, Jr. Jefferson, GA 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURE 
Jennifer Lynn Payne ______ Orangebu rg, SC 
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES 
Charles G lenn Carlisle ______ Midlothian, VA John T renholm Moore. _________ Seneca, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
Abdullah Naci Dogrul ~~-----Ankara, Turkey James Edwin O llis ________ Ware Shoa ls, SC 
C hristopher Robert Ferland Toccoa, GA Shelley Grant Stevenson Swansboro, NC 
Sceven Robert Lapham asper, NY 
Agronomy 
Christopher Ryan Bond------- Winnsboro, SC Kellee Suzanne McCarley _____ Morningside, MD 
John Tyrone Fowler Florence, SC Michelle Leigh Paris Manasquan, NJ 
Animal and Food Industries 
Christopher Robert Talley Sa lem, SC 
Animal Physiology 
Sarah Melissa Spe ll Wilmington, NC 
Aquacu lture, Fishe ries, and Wildlife Biology 
Emily Cummings Cope _________ Lodge, SC Maureen Graham Walsh ______ Hopkinton, MA 
Botany 
Alan F. Cun ningham _________ Atlanta, GA Dana Lynn Madsen _________ Se neca, SC 
Karen Carlson Hall Bryson C ity, NC Nathan Deas Missel Su mmervill e, SC 
Entomology 
Herman Lane Crooks Ill _______ Barnwell, SC Michael Petridis _________ Kozani, Greece 
Rolf Bissell Parker Lakeville, CT 
Environmental Toxicology 
Michelle Glynn Eversen _______ Norfolk, VA Eric Wilson Montie _______ Old Saybrook, CT 
Adrienne D. Jenkins Columbia, SC 
Forest Resources 
Roberc Brandon Cromer _______ ~Poma ri a, SC Charlene Louise Ne ihardt _____ Gainesville, GA 
John Bell Hane Columbia, SC Christopher Todd Rivers Delmar, NY 
Hortic ulture 
Karl Jay Muzii ____________ Salem, SC Kelly Jo Prevete _________ G reenridge , MO 
Microbiology 
David Enrique Correa _________ Suffern, NY Shineng Li __________ Changning, China 
Chad Damian Kelley LaFayette, GA 
Nutrition 
Thomas Michael Beam ______ ~_ Chester, SC Robert Leon Moody, Jr. ______ S11np;onvdlc, SC 
Cynth ia R. Hank Simpsonvi lle, SC Chiew~Hua Ong C lemson, SC 
Cheryl Lynn Hooper Naperville, IL 
Plant Pathology 
Pamela Sewell Coker ________ Springfie ld , IL C issy Lynn Elliott __________ Nichols, SC 
Diane Theresa Ducharme Clifron, VA 
Zoology 
Nea l Edward Beeman ______ Denmork, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Daya I. Bates ___________ Nashville, TN Leigh Angela Martin, _______ Spartanburg, SC 
Thomas Bradley Benjamin Greenville, SC Michael Joseph Martinez Selden, NY 
Jeffrey Thomas DelSordo Charlotte, NC Thea Michelle Richardson Greenville, SC 
Watson Lee Dorn 111 Greenwood, SC Jason Lee Schroer Dallas, TX 
Jean nye LaVerne Dudley Atlanta, GA Raymond Leo Sheedy Charlotte, NC 
John Wells Dunham Summerville, SC Catherine Parnell Smith Spartanburg, SC 
Michael Scotc Edwards Belton, SC Hilary Grace Stevens Orlando, FL 
Franklin E. Freeman Florence, SC Sean Eric Taylor Greenwich, CT 
Kimberly Hope Gerber Holbrook, NY Jeffrey Kenneth Tiddy Greenville, SC 
Karen Timms Godsey Greenville, SC Benjamin Rogel Urueta Greenville, SC 
Phillip Kenneth Huggins, Jr. Charleston, SC Christopher Gates Wayburn Franklin, TN 
Justin Morgan Hughes Glen Dale, WV Omri Kenneth Webb IV Spartanburg, SC 
Mark Stephen Kuhlmann Central, SC John Thomas Wood McAllen, TX 
Christopher William Lepine Rock Hill, SC Stephanie Elizabeth Wood Woodruff, SC 
Daniel Hazle Marchant Ill Cha rl eston, SC 
MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
Daniel Joseph Aken Rochester, NY Christopher Michael Knopf _____ Clemmons, NC 
Ronald Wade Anderson Columbia, SC Peter Martin Knudsen Hickory, NC 
John Stephen Bolton Dothan, AL Michael Troy Lucas Charlotce, NC 
Alexander William Brebner 111 Battle Creek, Ml Jeannine Marie McCrumb Ellicotc City, MD 
Kelly Jo Brown --- Cato, NY Kevin Royce Mitchell Aiken, SC 
Angela Kathryn Ballew Clifton Salley, SC Jeffrey R. Parkey Marietta, GA 
Shawn Ah111 Colin Sackets Harbor, NY Owen Francis Reynolds Seattle, WA 
Heather Lynn Crean Lockport, NY Melinda Anne Smith Lilburn, GA 
Ari Daman New Delhi, India Kathleen Rose Snyder Sanford, NC 
Edward Jude Dempsey Hamburg, NY Hilary Grace Stevens Orlando, FL 
Scott Crawford Hoffman Annandale, NJ 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Margaret Mae Denk ________ Cleve land, OH Joseph Louis Martin ________ C leveland, OH 
Gwendolyn Ronay Magee Clinton, MS Jonathan B. McGinney Clemson, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
Diana Dietzschold Bourgeois. _______ .Salem, SC Jennifer Lynn Kellogg _________ .Jasper, GA 
Teresa Carol Dunn Greenville, SC Suzanne Marie Richard Laurens, SC 
Kimberly Laine Dunscombe North Pole, SC Konsrantina Serpanos Greenville, SC 
History 
Valerie Anne Emanoil _______ Hollywood, FL Marcus Keith Gore _______ Myrtle Beach, SC 
Thomas Jay Gaffney Port Huron, Ml Gregory John Verhovshek York, PA 
Professional 
Kelly Elizabeth Barnes Clemson, SC 
Victoria Ann Revis Hocglund ___ Hendersonville, NC 
Jacquelynn Michelle Jordan Queens, NY 
Communication 
Amber Dahn Lofthouse ________ Billings, MT 
Scott Michael McCulloch Richmond, VA 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Architecture 
Shilpa Chandramohan Shinde ____ Pune, India 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
David B. Bucbhorn ________ Greenwood, SC Bharat R. Kona _________ Hyderabad, India 
J•1 mes Fr~dcrick Burns Greenville, SC Giovanna Lora ___________ Paese, Italy 
Thomas Andrew Cannon Spcurnnburg, SC Tracy She lton McCurry Greenwood, SC 
Bryan McCaskill Cox North Augusta, SC Michael Todd McDonald Greenville, SC 
Thomas Edward Dolmnore Simpsonville, SC Michael Stephen Miller Bedford, IN 
Jc>Shua Reid Dover Rock Hill, SC Samir Desraj Nagpal Pilani, India 
Cheri Marie Dunmore Greenvi lle, SC Owen William Pirkle Aiken, SC 
Brndley Scott Ericksen Columbia, SC Erik Christian Ringberg Edison, NJ 
Conscps io n Hue reca Harryman Mauldin, SC Peter David Rintoul Waterloo, Ontario 
Rebecca Marie Heebner Wilmington, DE Lisa M. Rosenkrans Lexington, SC 
Sand ra Ne<1se Hendrix _________ Easley, SC Emmy Virginia Senn Fountain Inn, SC 
Morris John Henry Portland, OR Grant Anthony Specia Greenville, SC 
Kevin Scon Huggins Sum1nerville, SC Taylor Kenneth Starbuck Greenvi lle, SC 
Lars Hunschc Wilhclmshaven, Germany Karen A. Stevens Greenville, SC 
D1miel George Johnson Sidney, OH Susan Elise Thomas Blacksburg, VA 
Williams Kent Jones Greenville, SC Jacqueline Suzanne Wilson Easley, SC 
Karl Koenigstein G<lincsvi lle, FL Bryan Earle Young Aiken, SC 
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
James Coleman Gi ll ________ Greenvi lle, SC Melanie Dawn McCall _________ .Arden, NC 
Brandon Joseph Hoffman Charleston, SC Timothy Richard Yoder Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
(Master of Public Administration is jointly administered by 
C lemson University and the University of South Carolina.) 
Kelli Lynne Broughman _________ Cayce, SC James Milton Loffert _______ Fayetteville, NC 
Mark Daniel Colburn Naples, FL Cecil Leroy McCaskill Ill C lemson, SC 
Andrew Forrest Davis Greenville, SC Rohen Louis Menist, Jr. San Francisco, CA 
Christopher Marsh Golden Greenville, SC Nicole Brokaw Wood Akron, O H 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Stacie Thomas __________ Liberty, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Psychology 
Eric Andrew Kieke __________ Austin, TX Chad Henri Van lddekinge ______ Holland, Ml 
Applied Sociology 
Patricia Sias Davis _________ Clemson, SC Jennifer Amy Schultheis ________ Coram, NY 
Sonya Takia Henley Saluda, SC Fleurtashia Loraine Taylor Monroe, GA 
Richard Matthew Kivior Hickory, NC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
Ceramic Engineering 
Jeffrey Christian Anderson ___ Allison Park, PA 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Dean Alan Sawyer Raleigh, NC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Bioe ngineering 
Paul Daniel Amanmt ____ Norch Miami Beach, FL Matthew Marcin Holecko ll _____ Yollngstown, OH 
Ishmael Bentley II Ow ingsville, KY David Stephen Letbetter O rlando, FL 
Leigh Anne Boros Austell, GA Michael Kenneth McRoberts Greenwood, IN 
Julie-Anne Mason Burdick Westbrook, ME Jeffrey Eugene Mega Anderson, SC 
Rebecca Anne Ca ldwell Aiken, SC Michael Jacob Merves Fairfield, O H 
Clark Rutherford Dickerson St Leona rd, MD Joshua Rawlins Moore I lodges, SC 
Jacob Alan Flagle Indianapolis, IN Jason Donald Stroud Lyman, SC 
Matthew Raymond Gevaert Onta rio, Canada Tyler Lee Timberlake Boyce, VA 
Shawn C lifford Glidden Manteca, CA Bradford Graydon Toulmin Atlanta, GA 
Ceramic Engineering 
Russe ll David Esmacher Greenville, SC 
Chemical Engineering 
Danny A. Cribbs _________ Sevierville, TN Richard Ma rk Gnegy _______ .Summcrvi llc, SC 
Heather Ann Dolan Spartanburg, SC 
Chemistry 
Stewart Peden Curry _________ Marion, SC Mark Alan Jones _________ Wcsuninsccr, SC 
Civil Engineering 
Ashwin Arvind Agate Pune, Ind ia Sukumaran Moonhy _____ Visakhapatnam, India 
Heather Anne Bessette Charlton, NY David B. Poss Augusta, GA 
Jianhua Guan C lemson, SC Krtsten Marie Purcell Aiken, SC 
Jennings Christopher Hollingsworth, Jr. _ Lancaster, SC 
Computer Engineering 
Sandeep Ramesh Jain ________ Mumbai, India Pravecn Raj Vavilala ____ Andhra Pradesh, India 
Krishna Kumar Chennai, India Chenhao Yuan Be11ing, Chma 
David James Nick les Belton, SC 
Computer Science 
Ishraq Mohammed Ahmed ___ Visakhapatnam, India 
Anubhav Anand New Delhi, India 
Natasha Pothen __________ Cochin, India 
Vikas Saraogi Gwalior, India 
Jeffrey Michael Bate Greenville, SC 
Thomas William Crumpton Pickens, SC 
Karl Stanley Self Fairhope, AL 
Kevin Franklin Spicer Gaffney, SC 
Robert Alan Danforth Seneca, SC Subbalakshmi Sundararaman Arlington, MA 
Kristy Marie Harris Huntsville, AL 
Kristian William Holvoct Las Vegas, NV 
Xiaorong Tai Beijing, China 
Sathish Santhanam Vadhiyar Madras, Ind ia 
William Paul Hotle Easley, SC Sridatca Viswanath Bangalore, India 
G regory Michael Kesden Norcross, GA Xinlei W u Beijing, China 
Carl Bryan Martin North Tazewell, VA Hongwei Zhang Beijing, C hina 
Tushar D. Pandit C lemson, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
Roman Joseph Bednarek _______ Syracuse, NY Vijay Gopalakrishna Pi llai ____ Trivandrum, India 
Ian Alexander Gravagne Sandia Park, NM Jason Thomas Spangler Riverdale, GA 
Ameya Avinash Kulkarni Bombay, India Sitichai Srioon Bangkok, Thailand 
Mark Ad riaan Kwist Summerville, SC Srividhya Venkataraman Coirnbacore, India 
Long Nguyen Colchester, VT 
Engineering Mechanics 
Prabhu Bharathan Clemson, SC 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Thomas Anton Cantey ______ North Augusta, SC Jennifer Ann Rubrake ________ Warren, OH 
Raymond Michae l Danker Aiken, SC Krista Berry Shurtz Shawnee, KS 
Michael Colin Kiefer Arlington Heights, IL Scott Edward Snyder Mauldin, SC 
T arek lbrah11n Ladaa Bad Lippspringe, Germany Kelly Michelle Sutton Greenville, SC 
Robert William Popelka Mt Pleasant, SC Yu Tian Tian Jin, China 
Maisha Nneka Richard New Orleans, LA 
Hydrogeology 
Sholto N. Bev is __________ Huntsville, AL Crystal Ann Mattox _________ Fort Mill, SC 
A llison Elizabeth Corb in Hanahan, SC 
Industrial Engineering 
Yamile Cendales Jackson _______ Houston, TX Apichai Ritvirool _________ Phrae, Thailand 
Vale rie Sacrez Liebhold Saint-Pierre, France Amy Genella Yuhasz Pensacola, FL 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Dale Maxwell Hobson ______ Rythdale, Australia Matthew Lee Williams ______ White Springs, FL 
Math ematica l Sciences 
Eric Dean Blum ___________ Summit, NJ Thomas Marcin Keh l _____ Wincerbach , Germany 
Mark Edson D' Arey Alfred, NY Jirapha Limbupasiriporn Lumpaya, Thailand 
Cynth ia A. Davis Piedmont, SC Prasic Limbupasiriporn Lumpaya, Thailand 
Timothy Steven Davis Hudson, MA Jason Keith Marcin Georgetown, SC 
Jeffrey Bryan Farr Greenville, SC David Ch ristopher Szurley Muskegon, Ml 
David C letus Gi llen Austi n, TX Tracy Lynn Thompson Simpsonville, SC 
Erin M;irie Hammond Amherst, OH Melissa A. T warek Tipp C ity, OH 
Rebecca Lee Hartman Salisbury Mills, NY John James Vi llalpando Carpinteria, CA 
David Benner Hitchcock Scone Mountain, GA Christopher C. Woodard Spartanburg, SC 
Mechanical Engineering 
Manuel J. [);15kaJos Charleston, WV 
Thomas Herman Dodd Walhalla, SC 
Edward Lee McGrath,--------.,...,-- Seneca, SC 
Steve James Mclaughlin New Milford, NJ 
Bradley Ca rl Eichen laub Pittsburgh, PA Jody Alan Peterson DeForest, W I 
L. V. Ramankumar Garimella ___ Hyderabad, India John Terrene Pickens Anderson, SC 
Ann<i G:unson Durham, NH Matthew C raig Rice Rock Hill, SC 
Mark A llen Kaufmann II Clemson, SC Jiong Wang Yinchuan, China 
Benjamin Arnette Lagrange Florence, SC Guang Yang Beijing, China 
Mingjie Lin Anhui, China J inhuan Zhang Henan, C hina 
Pierre Jenn;Maric Manceau Dinan, France 
Physics 
Jonathan Edwin Wromy __ North Little Rock, AR 
Textile Chemistry 
Andrew Douglas Langsron _____ Mau ldin, SC 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
Kenneth L. Clark ________ Danielsville, GA Mary Bech Taylor-Ellis _______ Cleveland, GA 
Diane Powell Lent Clarkesville, GA Vance Ray Vice Bristow, OK 
MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 
(Master of Health Administration is jointly administered by 
C lemson University and che Medical University of South Carolina.) 
James Anthony DeWitt -------=Simpsonville, SC 
Rebecca Ann Mueller Travelers Rest, SC 
William Spencer Pearson, Jr. _____ Greenvi lle, SC 
MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
Marco Tulia Alvarado-------- Clemson, SC Carl Eugene Malcolm, Jr.----- Simpsonville, SC 
Michael E. Bays Greer, SC Undine Anne McEvoy Easley, SC 
Ellen S. Cohen Spartanburg, SC Dawn Smith Moser Greenville, SC 
Erica Monique Crafr Anderson, SC Jennifer Rune 0 1Barr Anderson, SC 
Elizabeth Adair Crocker Greenville, SC Brandy Renee Perry Seneca, SC 
Emma Jean Stephens Davis Greenwood, SC Dianna Monique Reed Anderson, SC 
Sharron A. Frillman Central, SC Amy Lynn Saulsberry Marco Island, FL 
Harold David Groh Aiken, SC Keith Yatish Shah Central, SC 
Bethany Ellen Hall Anderson, SC Philip Jeffrey Tompkins Kansas City, MO 
Tondra Thomas Harris New Orleans, LA William Osborne Tripp, Jr. Greenville, SC 
Donaigron Orlando Jamison Clemson, SC Carol Manin West Simpsonvi lle, SC 
Jason Lynn Kelley Easley, SC Vanessa Jean Robinson Weston Seneca 1 SC 
Julia P. Lamb G reenwood, SC Joseph Daniel Williams Ocean Township, NJ 
John William Leary Barnwell, SC John Aaron Witt G reenwood, SC 
Stacey Nicole Lipscomb Blacksburg, SC Jennifer Yeargin-Bush Simpsonv ille, SC 
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
Aron Ray Buterbaugh ________ Hamilcon, NY Lawrence Edward Nix, Jr. _______ Seneca, SC 
William Michael Crai Dale City, VA Vinochkumar Sachyanarayanan Madras, India 
Dana Lynn Johnson Woodland, CA 
MASTER OF PARKS, RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT 
Timothy Isaiah Mosteller Chelsea, OK Justin Tyler Ross Yorktown Heights, NY 
John Charles Reardon Clemson, SC Frederick R. Sabota, Jr. Scottdale, PA 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration and Supervision 
Michael Kevin Black--------- Easley, SC William D. Harrison _______ Gainesvi lle, GA 
Howard Fyfe Campbe ll , Jr. Philadelphia, PA Gregory Joseph McCall Eastanollee, GA 
James C. Carson Anderson, SC John Mark McCall Pelzer, SC 
Troy Charles Colquitt, Jr. Elberton, GA Gene Edward Williams Mullins, SC 
Emily Smith Grant Liberty, SC 
Counse ling and Guidance Services 
Melissa Rae Barnette _______ Spartanburg, SC Brandy Whittier Henry...,.. ______ San Pedro, CA 
Martha Lou Hill Biggs Centra l, SC Lawynza Nataki Mills Johnson Taylors, SC 
Adrienne Theresa Bucci Morgan City, LA Carrie Jo Jones Centra l, SC 
Angela Michelle Campbell Anderson, SC Daphne Anne Kelley Cornelia, GA 
Judd Andrew Caudell Townville, SC Katherine Ann Kugley Charleston, SC 
Donna Hozey Davis Anderson, SC Michael Brent Lancaster Easley, SC 
Chana Lee Dirks Goose Creek, SC April Jean Lewis Elmira, NY 
Stacey Metz Dorsey Anderson, SC Jennifer J. Modica Champaign, IL 
Dawn Andrea Eades Pawtucket, RI Jill Susanne Parks Seneca, SC 
Amy Henderson Edwards Greenville, SC Melisa Lynn Phillips Henderson, KY 
Halle Joy Ermer Central, SC Richard James Pressly Abbeville, SC 
Rebecca Lynn Errickson Lambertville, NJ Christopher Tidimane Botswana, Africa 
Lisa Ann Firullo Central, SC Joshua Chad Watson South Meriden, CT 
Michelle Lynn Gloucon Lilburn, GA Shei la DeAnne Westmoreland Toccoa, GA 
Amy Elizabeth Green Marleen, NJ Lisa Elaine Wilson Anderson, SC 
Paul Frank Griffith Hartwell, GA Gloria Elaine Cannon Wofford Mauldin, SC 
Elementary Education 
Aimee Thompson McGill------ Anderson, SC Sue Ann Tarkenton __________ Easley, SC 
Reading 
Marsha Stoudemire Meetze ______ Newberry, SC Willie James Williams ll _______ Cha rleston, SC 
Secondary Education 
Catherine Boland Bunch _______ Mauldin, SC April Michelle Haynes _________ Greer, SC 
Special Education 
Riley Marie Amspacher ______ ,..,...._Liberty, SC 
Kelli Rene Bartz Minnetonka, MN 
Jill Nicole Garrard ________ .Summerville, SC 
Tonya Nechole Gray Hemingway, SC 
Lainie Denise Brewer Greenville, SC Jill Imparato New Milford, NJ 
Lara Thomason Bueler Westminster, SC Scephen Kay Long Wa lhalla, SC 
Jill Chand ler Wi lmington, DE Carol McKinney Smich Elberton, GA 
Laura Kelley Darby Fore Worth, TX Shannon Pacrick Ward Sc Louis, MO 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
Caprice H. Alexander _______ Greenville, SC Yolanda Yvecce Levy _________ Fort Mill, SC 
Michelle Jane Arnold Ridgeland, SC Kriscen Lee Mauney Columbia, SC 
Malissa Seger Brown Greenville, SC Barbara Anne McGeachie Fountain Inn, SC 
DeEtte Thompson Burton Anderson, SC Oonagh Currie Nechodom Greer, SC 
Beverly Ann Collins Hendersonville, NC Lynn Bryanc Nelson Spartanburg, SC 
Linda Elaine Conn Republic, OH Heidi S. Pecers Easley, SC 
Kimberly Su ic Cox Anderson, SC Leigh Morris Sanders Hartwell, GA 
Dianne Richards English Easley, SC Marolyn Ann Sheriff Anderson, SC 
She rry Lynn Goar Fai rview, NC Ingrid Lewis Speer Abbevi lle, SC 
James Newton Goodson Ill Florence, SC Vickie Bannister Stone A nderson, SC 
Julie Hair Hammond Laurens, SC Wendy Ann Torres Fayecceville, NC 
Jill Heatherington Easley, SC Pamela Lynn Wactor Orangeburg, SC 
Elizabeth Ann King Greenville, SC Linda Lorraine Williams Greenwood, SC 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Susan Craven Howell ______ Winscon-Salem, NC Scephen Daniel Ross _________ Granby, CT 
Kimberly Dale Jones Oxford, MS Mathew Col in Symmonds Norfolk , England 
Tiffany joy McClinton C lemson, SC 
CANDIDATES FOR THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
WILLIAM BUSSE WEHRENBERG, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Biological Sciences 
James Grady Bamard _________ Sumter, SC *Elizabeth Chaney Hott ------~New Bern, NC 
Melissa Ann Button Charlton, NY Amy Michelle Kraska Aurora, OH 
*Scephanie Lynn Dove Pendlecon, SC Ellen Rachel Montgomery Beaufort, SC 
**Karen Allen Erikson Basking Ridge, NJ Weston Bradley Rochester Seneca, SC 
Gretchen Kate Hansell Columbia, SC **Suzanne Lynne Young Silver Spring, MD 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
Alana Lorraine Burdette-------- Boyds, MD Michae l Winston Mathis _______ Gaffney, SC 
Jennifer Leigh Fitze Greenville, SC **Charles Lansing McColl Clio, SC 
Mary Alena Houston Johns Island, SC Robert Hartwell Riley ll\ Orangeburg, SC 
Van Alfred Johnson, Jr. Lynchburg, SC Shelly Elizabeth Roberts Myrtle Beach, SC 
Benjamin Alexander Leaphart Leesville, SC Joshua Dale Snellings Gaffney, SC 
**Frank F. Limehouse IV Beaufort, SC ***Me lissa Anne Vanderbrook Metairie, LA 
Agricultural Education 
Kallie Addison Hilyard _______ Sunset, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
James Matthew Forrest _________ Ward, SC Bradley Dean Saine _________ N.ewton, NC 
James Wi llis Lomax Greenville, SC Jason Gary Sanders Pickens, SC 
Jimmy Lynn McColl, Jr. Clio, SC John Platt Yan Patton Greer, SC 
*Michael Anderson Nance McConnells, SC John Vernon Workman, Jr. Fountain Inn , SC 
Agronomy 
*Brian John Callahan ______ Travelers Rest, SC Christopher Norris Edmonds ______ Chesnee, SC 
James Hammond Chappell, Jr. Columbia, SC Kevin Alfred Thomas Lyman, SC 
Animal Industries 
*Kevin Dean Allison ________ Harrsville, SC 
Christopher Bouknight Benson Barnwell, SC 
Meridith M. Brand Baltimore, MD 
Angela Irene Butts Simpsonville, SC 
+*Mary Allison Condon Charleston, SC 
Julie Marie Dorn Lexington, SC 
+**Angela Marie Ehinger Charleston, SC 
*Adam Charles Eichelberger Ninety Six, SC 
Sharon Jannette Freeman Milledgeville, TN 
Katherine Marie Fultz O rangeburg, SC 
Meagan Colleen Hall Murrells Inlet, SC 
**Haske ll David Hardy lll Laurens, SC 
*Rache l Faye Hartley Murrells Inlet, SC 
Cortney Brooks Hendley Lancaster, SC 
James Patrick Kelsey Pickens, SC 
**Amanda Catherine King Society Hill, SC 
Nicole Koening Cmndcn, SC 
Minde Rae Latham Arlington, TX 
Tammy Lynn Leonard Salem, SC 
Ashley Michel le Mohr Simpsonville, SC 
*Scott Lee Padgett Lexington, SC 
Joe·Howard Porcer Monroe, NC 
*Marcus Todd Smith Florence, NJ 
Nicole Leigh Taylor Hartsville, SC 
+***Katheryn Justine Thomas __ West Kennebunk, ME 
John Frederick Vorlick, Jr. Easley, SC 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
*Joshua Aaron Berry Lowell, MA April Elaine Ratliffe ---------Florence, SC 
James Matthew Blommel Chesterfield, VA C li fford Jardine Ray Ill Denmark, SC 
Philip Benjamin Duncan Greenvi lle, SC Philip Christopher Smith, Jr . Camden, SC 
Lindi Ann Foster Anderson, SC Stacy Lloyd Spence Charleston, SC 
Todd J. Furmanek Butler, NJ Royce Randolph Sti ll ll\ Blackville, SC 
Thomas Howell Harris, Jr. Greenville, SC John Lee Thomson Burke, VA 
Fred Christopher Holcomb ____ Mountain Rest, SC Alan Scott Utsey Charleston, SC 
John Scott Kennedy Summerville, SC Clifton Chace Wheeler L•kcl•nd, FL 
Biochemistry 
Natalie Michele Cropp. _______ ~ Andrews, SC +*Jason Edward Payne------- Orangeburg, SC 
*Jessica Marie Hyams Greenville 1 SC +*Kristy Ann Phillips Mnrion, SC 
***Blaine Adam Keister Freeport, IL +*Jennifer Lee Schwartzbeck Marietrn, GA 
+**Hamish Edward Macinnes Anderson, SC **Jennifer Lee Voigt Anderson, SC 
Biological Sciences 
*Kathleen Anna Andersen ______ Gainesville, FL John Alan Collum _________ Leesville, SC 
**Lee Frances Anderson Fort Mill, SC **Herbert Press Cooper 111 C lemson, SC 
**Stephen Wofford Askins Johnsonville, SC Daniel Eugene Cutler Florence, SC 
**Rohen Harold Barrows Dover, DE +**Nancy Helen Deibler Shalimar, FL 
Angela Marie Beals Spartanburg, SC 
*Stephanie Danielle Beard Summerville, SC 
Julia Nicole Dillon Florenc<\._SC 
+**Adrienne Charlene Ellis Florence, SC 
Nicole Fleming Beanie Morgancon 1 NC Jocelyn Marie Farsrad Greenville, SC 
*Stephen Clark Busby Elgin, SC *Alexander Matthew Getz Columbia, SC 
Biological Sciences (concinued} 
Ashley Carol Gordon~ _____ North Augusta, SC *James Joseph Pavao Annapolis, MD 
••Laura Susan Graybeal Peach Boccom, PA ***Susan Rebecca Pendergrass ___ Ware Shoals, SC 
**Regina Allison Hatch North Augusta, SC Kelly Marie Phillips Barnwell, SC 
*Julia Lee Hay Myrtle Beach, SC *Andrea Lynn Piette Scarborough, ME 
Abigail Sunshine Hill Seneca, SC •••June Lorraine Pusser Florence, SC 
David Michael Hoffman Latrobe, PA ***Russell Bennett Randles Weddington, NC 
*Tori Ellis Hofmann Rangeley, ME *Melanie Ann Reichard Irmo, SC 
Aretha Michelle Huggins Walterboro, SC *Melissa Marie Ross Trumbull, CT 
Marrissa Michelle Irby Greenville, SC Joshua Paul Sawyer Greenville, SC 
**Andrea Elizabeth Jones Summerville, SC Benjamin Rikard Sease Gilbert, SC 
*Mary Frances Kerr Mt Pleasant, SC Darrell Lamont Shu ler St Matthews, SC 
Stacy Lynn Knight Aiken, SC Laura Melissa Slice Florence, SC 
Katherine Eleanor Lucas Greenville, SC +**Allison Joan Sm ith Bamberg, SC 
+**Karen Elizabech Mabry Union, SC Alexander Marcus Sos Canron, OH 
Matthew Patrick Malin Fort Lauderdale, FL Shannon Paige Thompson Chesterfie ld , SC 
Katherine Helene Marx Sparta, NJ Tiffany Erin Tribull Ridge Spring, SC 
*Clayton Alton McCoy Chapin, SC *Charity Belle Urban Walhalla, SC 
Lori Lynn McGowan Anderson, SC Elizabeth Anne Vernon Columbia, SC 
Molly Dianne Middlebrook Frederick, MO +*Jennifer Elizabeth Vicars Belleville, Ml 
Sara Kachryn Mitchener Jacksonville, AL +**Angus McRae Warren Clemson, SC 
Jennifer Lynn Mooney Riverside, RI +**Eric McAdams Wilson Abbeville, SC 
Jeffrey Allen Oakes Greenville, SC Kelly Marie Wright Greenville, SC 
+**Suzanne Danielle Patterson __ Black Mouncain, NC 
Food 
Sherin Eve Bourne----- Whitehouse Station, NJ 
Science 
Heather Anne Poole _________ Marierca, SC 
**Melinda Leigh Byrd Taylors, SC Jonathan Patrick Smoak Orangeburg, SC 
Dorothy Delia Fitts Columbia, SC *Lori Rebecca Smoak Bowman, SC 
*Melissa Lorene Kane Camden, SC +*Lindsey Anne Williams Nashville, TN 
Judith Lynn Mulvey Cha rleston, SC 
Forest Resource Management 
*John Christopher Barnes _______ Roswell, GA Christopher Luke Johnson ______ Hartsville, SC 
Brandon N. Boozer Newberry, SC James Paschal Marshall Columbia, SC 
Benjie Philip Broughton Heath Springs, SC Samuel Derek McCullough Fort Mill, SC 
Jasper Troy Clymer Grab, KY John Patrick Morgan Greenville, SC 
Michael J:unes Dance Clinton, SC Harry Strohecker Morrison IV Estill, SC 
Charles Brian Davis Orangeburg, SC Robett Brian Pate Mayesville, SC 
Warren Lawrence Duncan Columbia, SC Phillip Kevin Poore Belton, SC 
Boyce Aaron Dunn Six Mile, SC Collin William Powell Hartsville, SC 
Stephen Edward Eaddy Hemingway, SC Donald Eugene Skinner, Jr. Early Branch, SC 
Benjamin Wi lkes Faulk Rock Hill, SC Gary Edward Springer Columbia, SC 
Addison Dow ling Fender Beaufort, SC **Shane Ashley Sprouse Greenwood, SC 
David Kenneth Frady Newberry, SC Frank Thomas Suber, Jr . Whitmire, SC 
Charles Russell Freeman Hampton, SC Sa lly Rebecca Walker Camden, SC 
Jeffrey Farrell Furr Cheraw, SC George Michael Ware Rock Hill, SC 
William Epps Godwin Kingstree, SC Steven Carlysle West Moncks Corner , SC 
Seth Tyrone Hayden Myrtle Beach, SC Franklin Williams, Jr . Marion, SC 
William Lewis Hinson Kershaw, SC 
Horticulture 
Joseph Brent Bagwell Fort Mill, SC Stanley Justin Mullis------- Mt Pleasant, SC 
Jay Michael Barbery Greenville, SC Kevin Reed Rockville, MD 
Catherine Anne Burler Simpsonville, SC *Mary Ross Sibrans Decacur, AL 
Lois Michelle Edens Dalzell, SC Matthew Scott Stanis Lexington, SC 
*Kristien McGraw Evans ___ Hilton Head Island, SC Paul Charles Stevens Absecon, NJ 
Ryan Hascal Goff Saluda, SC Jake Kennemore Stewart Timmonsville, SC 
Amy Marie Kirkland Pickens, SC Jason Delane Suggs Irmo, SC 
Microbiology 
Timothy Cecil Albert ________ Anderson, SC Laura Elizabeth McCoy _______ Columbia, SC 
Jonathan Lane Benton York, SC **Jennifer Erin Mihalik C lemson, SC 
Lori Leigh Boggs Westminster, SC Sumer Kamal Mobarak Greenville, SC 
*A use in Edw<irds Bond Conway, SC Andrea Lucia Patterson Antreville, SC 
Lindsay Renee Crane West Union, SC *Bryan Bellinger Patterson Lake City, SC 
*Debra Ann Ellis Simpsonvi lle, SC Shannon Hope Smith Columbia, SC 
***Kasey Cooley Farrar Anderson, SC Dragos Stefan-Dogar Pembroke Pines, FL 
*David Hughes Holman York, SC Brian J. Tucker Billerica, MA 
Lafarrah Nitichia Johnson Florence, SC Tamika RaShun Watt Spartanburg, SC 
Krysrnl Yvonne Jones Gaffney, SC +**Patrick Ryan Withers Nonh Augusta, SC 
Nishea Donicle Magwood Johns Island, SC 
Packaging Science 
Delwyn Levon Heyward ____ Wadmalaw Island, SC Susan Gayle Phillips ________ Charleston, SC 
Jody Eric Lieberman Clemson, SC *Jason Clark Rogers Amherst, NH 
Patrick Alan McDougal Florence, SC *John Richard Terry Anderson, SC 
Pre .. professional Studies 
Ruthann Marie Conoley _______ Greenville, SC Austin Eugene Gore ---------Aiken, SC 
**Jamie Anne Cross Columbia, SC **Marla Lee Sorenson Travelers Rest, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
JAMES FRAZIER BARKER, Dean 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Kelly Noelle Bengier _________ Apopka, FL Amy Rebecca Hollifield _____ Travelers Rest, SC 
Jennifer Leigh Culbertson Fairfax Station, VA *M. Jonathan Hooks Greenv ille, SC 
Stephen Brant Duncan Anderson, SC *Kevin Douglas McCall Pickens, SC 
*Jeffrey Kenneth Edwards Greer, SC Kristy Lyn McDermott Columbia, SC 
*Alice Grace Finkelstein Taylors, SC Parren Lerone Sanders Rembert, SC 
Christopher Joseph Giberson Vincentown, NJ Jessica Danielle Sosebee Nantucket, MA 
Jason Matthew Grandy Winston-Salem, NC Jennifer Michelle Stemen Greer, SC 
Eric Grijalva Patchogue, NY 
BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
*Chandler Brian Chastain _____ Spartanburg, SC Paul L. Rosen __________ North Miami, FL 
Dustin A. Clemens Charleston, SC Jonathan Shane White Nashville, TN 
Jessica Vivian McClung Greenville, SC 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Design 
Rebecca Long Adams ________ Landrum, SC Michael Joseph Taylor ________ Pageland, SC 
Teresa Lynn Griffith Aiken, SC Robert Anthony Vervoort Rock Hill, SC 
Shaun Renee Horsman Roswell, GA Adella Elizabeth Weber Stuart, FL 
+*Matthew Ellis King Hanahan, SC 
English 
**John Felix Beleskas Rockland, MA +*Maureen Alice Lynch Venice, FL 
Bess Kitty Britt Anderson, SC Laura Windish Mellor Roswell, GA 
Brandy Shanea Byrd Little Mountain, SC Lisa Joi Payton Georgetown, SC 
**Keith Edward Campana Seneca, SC Daniel Herbert Presnell, Jr. Greenville, SC 
**Meredith Elizabeth Chandler ____ Greenville, SC Danie lle Elizabeth Ream Blythewood, SC 
**Carla Westbury Della Vecchia_North Charleston, SC ***Annette Lesley Rifne Deltona, FL 
Jason Christopher Durham Mauldin, SC Greta LeAnn Robinson Aiken, SC 
Kathryn Danielle Fannin Florence, SC Weston Bradley Rochester Seneca, SC 
*Casey James Garrels Westfield, NJ Brandon Brye Smith Winchescer, MA 
Sandi Claudette Gracie Winnsboro, SC Merritt Utsey Smith Charleston, SC 
***Luke Richard Hannon Palmyra, VA Ange la Kathleen Snyder Greenwood, SC 
Robert Vincent Hopkins Flemington, NJ Bradley Thomas Tinsley Greer, SC 
Oneshia L. Johnson Starr, SC +***Rebekah Christine Tipping ___ Fountain Inn, SC 
*Brandy Dawn Lalande Mauldin, SC Lauren Michelle Vann Marietta, GA 
Meredith McCall Land Charleston, SC Ca rla Ashley Wichmann Columbia, SC 
*Jenny Rebecca Liberatore Pendleton, SC **Marian Hinnanc Woocen Clemson, SC 
Amy Caroline Lindsey Townville, SC 
History 
Brian Matthew Barton _______ Tallahassee, FL Kevin James Mizell Charleston, SC 
Richard Kenneth Bradley Lake Mary, FL Abigail Mithoefcr Morris Dorset, VT 
Andrew Norris Cambron Winter Park, FL Thomas Scott Poole acksonville, FL 
Brian Edward Doud Centreville, VA Andrea Ra iney Price Greer, SC 
Farrah Suzanne Easler Spartanburg, SC Stephen Clark Ridgway Eagle, CO 
Matthew Penn Engen Newberry, SC *Elizabeth Ann Scott Kingsport, TN 
Kelly Anne Ficzharris Mt Pleasant, SC +***Rebekah Christine Tipping ___ Founrnin Inn, SC 
*Gordon Grant Greenwood Ashev ille, NC *Harry Lane Tuten Ill Summerville, SC 
Robert Enalo Lockard II Lexington Park, MD **Mar ian Hinnant Wooten Clemson, SC 
***Rebecca Anne Matteson Lake Wales, FL Jason Connor Yert Chesterland, OH 
Brian Theron McCants Easley, SC 
language and International Trade 
Stephanie Ann Aeschliman G lastonbury, CT *Emily Scott Hammond ______ Montgomery, AL 
*Melissa J. Arce Greenville, SC Jessica Marie Harrell Columbia, SC 
Stefan S. Bendfeldt ____ Guatemala City, Guatemala **Mason Thomas Morgan Orange Park, FL 
*Me lissa Eileen Castelli Miramar, FL James Daniel Mottern Mu llins, SC 
Jennifer Ann D'Angiolillo Lakeland, FL *Sa rah Anne Patten Seneca, SC 
Esteban Rioseco Diaz Ferrel, Spain Jane Vitre Ravenel Mt Pleasant, SC 
Aimee M. Giebas Medford, NJ *Curtis Alan Runger Knoxville, TN 
*Ryan Walker Glenn Atlanta, GA Matthew Tooman Deer Park, NY 
Shuana Margaret Graham Shoreham, NY 
Modern languages 
*Rebecca Breazeale-------- Pendleton, SC *Ray Larrabee Wolcott _______ Rockville, MD 
English and Psychology 
*Brandon Michael Stowe ___ California City, CA 
Political Science and Speech and Communication Studies 
Erin Marie Crogan Marietta, GA 
Psychology and Sociology 
*Katja Kristiina Pettinen ____ Mikkeli, Finland 
Sociology and Spanish 
Charles Purcell Blackburn _____ Simpsonville, SC *David Ward Compton -------- Sumter, SC 
Sociology and Speech and Communication Studies 
John Duncan Sherer, Jr. Chester, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accou nting 
Todd Christopher Allen ______ Spartanburg, SC Jamiel C. J. Kadri _________ Charleston, SC 
Stephanie Kimyatta Anderson Columbia, SC Despina Kakaras Greenville, SC 
Ashley Anne Brady Myrtle Beach, SC +•Amanda Nell King Lighthouse Point, FL 
Jamie Lin Brown Anderson, SC David Michael Klinski Meriden, CT 
Bishop Brandon Bullock lll Camden, SC •Audra Jean Lane Clinton, CT 
••Donna Leslie Clayton Sylva, NC *Alison Lester Charleston, SC 
Devin Osborne Clouden Clemson, SC Candace Willethia Mack Bowman, SC 
Jennifer Melissa Davis Greeneville, TN Renee Kathryne Marino Pittsburgh, PA 
Scan P. Davis Ellicott City, MD ••Connie Alketa McClain Spartanburg, SC 
Allison Rae Dawsey Aynor, SC Robert Anthony McCullar Atlanta, GA 
Robert John Denicola, Jr. Danbury, CT Mary Bridget O'Brien Alexandria, VA 
Michael Edward Dunning Jackson, MS ••James Richard Parker Camden, SC 
*Stacy Alyson Eickhoff LaGrange, GA +••Robin Michelle Reinhard Falls City, TX 
•Ash ley Page Gatlin Brentwood, TN Kelli Ann Rhymer Landrum, SC 
*Kyle RaymonJ Green Thornton, CO Peter Michael Robinson West Islip, NY 
Kristin Amie Grimes Mt Pleasant, SC Amy Marie Ross Florence, SC 
Trevor Eaton Groves Finksburg, MD LaKerra Sharae Sumter Charleston, SC 
Antonio Kenyatta Harrison Seneca, SC *Dominick Joseph Trapasso Cranbury, NJ 
*Kelly Elizabeth Hemingway Andrews, SC Christopher Shane Walker Simsbury, CT 
*Jessica Frances Hoffman Newburgh, NY Jason Aeneas Watkins Clemson, SC 
**Hilary Lynn Hunt Bellefonte, PA Kelly LeighAnn Wilburn Union, SC 
Jeffrey Timothy Hutto Mt Pleasant, SC Jill Marie Worden Columbia, SC 
Farrah Lynn Jones Saluda, SC 
Economics 
Bri<m Patrick Carlton ________ Anderson, SC +**Amy Marie Kuras ________ Somerset, NJ 
Brian Joseph Cosentino Pittsford, NY Michael F. Moseley Lebanon, NH 
Colin Michael Flaherty Boston, MA Jennifer Lynn Price Hartsville, SC 
••Sukhbir Singh Gurnm Greenville, SC Larki MacArthur Robinson Ridgeway, SC 
Eric Dt1vi<l Jones Southington, CT +**Will Reed Schramme Dallas, TX 
Financia l 
Robert G len Adair -,---------Greenville, SC 
Ryan Thomas Ballard Woodruff, SC 
*Mason Shane Boyd Clover, SC 
+*Glcamcr Lynn Carroll Fredonia, NY 
Keith Brandon Crain Wcscminsccr, SC 
ChnMophcr Martin Drawdy Florence, SC 
Wade Buice Fairey, Jr. Rock Hill, SC 
*M ichacl D.wid Fielder Stone Mountain, GA 
*Susan Lynn Hale Fort Mill, SC 
+**John Holladay Harris Fredericksburg, VA 
Kostas Jeffrey loanni<lis Charleston, SC 
+*Emily Anne Jeffords Bamberg, SC 
Michele Helen Johnson Plantation, FL 
Robert M. Johnson Clinton, CT 
Pmricia Ann Kelly Ocean Township, NJ 
Joseph Kristopher Krnuszer Marcinsville, NJ 
Frederick George Kuhn Ill Marietta, GA 
Andrew Sainucl Long Simpsonville, SC 
Lew Sowle Mcssin, Fairfax, VA 
Management 
Marion E. Nallo.,.,,-________ Kintnersville, PA 
Lance George O'Brien Lenox, MA 
Frank L. Owens, Jr. Seneca, SC 
Virag Bhupendra Patel Mauldin, SC 
Rebecca Jean Pietila Rock Hill, SC 
Susan Inabnit Robuck Spartanburg, SC 
John Lawrence Rogers Greenville, SC 
Jason Ryan Scheibel Trumbull, CT 
John Wesley Scruggs Gaffney, SC 
Janine Michele Sheridan Marlboro, NJ 
Deyvonne Francina Smith Greer, SC 
David Sean Stewart Greenwood, SC 
Jennifer Lee Stubbs Columbia, SC 
+•••Jared Michael Timko Adrian, Ml 
Glen Michael Varkoly Newton, NJ 
Rebekah Kim Wales Greenville, SC 
Joseph George Westerhaus IV Cincinnati, OH 
+***James Michael White Spartanburg, SC 
Brandie Rebekah Wolfe Gaffney, SC 
Graphic Commu nications 
Robert Joseph Beals ________ Sparrnnburg, SC Courtney Rachelle Lane _____ Virginia Beach, VA 
Christina Su:anne Cadmus WestwooJ, NJ Larry Jasper Lee, Jr. Dillon, SC 
Brian Leigh Carlson Asheville, NC Steven ToJd Matthies Westminster, SC 
Kimberlee Chri>tinc Davis Beaufort, SC William Scott Neely Rock Hill, SC 
Russell Paul Gimson MenJh,un, NJ •Aaron Lee Owens Concord, NC 
*Marianne H<lrr1s Herr Clemson, SC T1morhy Keith Prado Charlone, NC 
Kelly Jeorn Jordan Clemson, SC Ragenia Ann Price Westminster, SC 
Graphic Communications (continued) 
Cara Grace Reihe Id Charleston, SC Megan Elizabeth Sprague _______ Piedmont, SC 
Rebecca Lyn Samson Irmo, SC *Angela Treadwell Stirna onesboro, GA 
*Natalie Celeste Sherman ____ The Woodlands, TX Joseph Steven Velez North Babylon, NY 
Jonathan Burke Show Duxbury, MA Jordan Elyse Warlick Charleston, SC 
Elizabeth Dianne Sibley Chapin, SC 
Industrial 
John Allen Batchelor-------- Fort Mill, SC 
Kelly Martin Johnson Anderson, SC 
*Thomas Edward Parker Seneca, SC 
Management 
Jason Paul Tomsic _________ Allentown, PA 
Jason Edward Weston Williamston, SC 
Management 
Scott Frederick Ayer Baton Rouge, LA Erika Bowden Newsom------- Columbia, SC 
Jennifer Louise Bolen Raleigh, NC Edward Ray Norris Pickens, SC 
Lauren Renee Carney Woodbury, NJ Jonathan Michael Nubson Florence, SC 
Rickey Brent Cockerham Durham, NC *Peter Laffer Olson, Jr . Rochester Hills, Ml 
Amy Jean Cranmer Mt Laurel, NJ +**Kathryn Sue Owen C lover, SC 
Alton Benjamin Cumbie IV Central, SC Sara Michelle Patterson Maitland, FL 
Morgan Lea Dodd Rock Hill, SC Kimberly Lynn Penninger Anderson, SC 
Michael Robert Elliott Chadds Ford, PA *Jocelyn Rae Persinger Dover, DE 
Luther McBee Ferguson Rock Hill , SC William Lamar Porter III Orangeburg, SC 
Erik Hughes Flemming Anderson, SC *Jennifer Ann Powell Rockville, MD 
William Ernest Frey Marietta, GA Matthew Paul Reeves Rock Hill , SC 
Elizabeth Emily Gillane Columbia, SC Mary Frances Robinson ackson, MS 
Leon Franklin Goerlich, Jr. Falconer, NY Amanda Leigh Sharpe Landrum, SC 
Jessica Brooke Harwood Norcross, GA William Drayton Simpson Clinton, SC 
Jason Robert Jurgensen C incinnati, OH Sean Patrick Skelly Middletown, NY 
Jeremiah William Kenworthy ___ Severna Park, MD Scott Edward Somers Aiken, SC 
Salim Ibrahim Khalil Columbia, SC Amy Catherine Sorrow Easley, SC 
Mark James Kreitz Pompano Beach, FL Kristen Lyn Swierkowski Northfield, MN 
*Lisa Ann Marsiglia Farmingcon, CT Philip Edward Wait Acton, MA 
Patricia Ann Mauney Columbia, SC Jamie Gregory Westnedge Philadelphia, PA 
Frederick Lewis Miller Centreville, VA John Fredrick Whetzell Reston, VA 
Courtney Irene Mitchell Columbia, SC *Thomas Rutledge Wideman Marietta, GA 
Adam Michael Mruz Huntsville, AL Robert Allen Young Summervi lle, SC 
Kristen Ann Nelson New Orleans, LA 
Marketing 
Robert Lewis Anthony _________ Easley, SC Keri Lynn Heye ___________ Dallas, TX 
***Elena S. Arecco Middletown, NY Katherine McCay Higgins Thomasville, GA 
Douglas Pounds Armistead, Jr. Lilburn, GA James Thomas Howard, Jr. Walden, NY 
*Mered ith Lynn Backes Manasquan, NJ Adam Gregory Hurst Hingham, MA 
Edward Kelly Baeder Chambersburg, PA Aaron Luther Johnson Nichols, SC 
Carl Elliott Baker Sumter, SC Casey Lee Jones Clearwater, FL 
Howard Lamont Bartley Decatur, GA Jeffrey Neil Karns Summerville, SC 
Brooke Antonina Battaglia Orlando, FL *Julie Marie Kay Anderson, SC 
Robert Reeve Bennett Six Mile, SC Joshua Snow Kendrick Greenville, SC 
Walter Roger Bennett Ill Cooperstown, NY Kimberlee Ann Kopp Franklin, TN 
Kimberley Nicole Brice Inman, SC *Christine Patricia Lake Oak Ridge, NJ 
*Samantha Mae Burke North Grafton, MA William Revers Lockey X Simpsonville, SC 
Shawna Justine C leary Mendham, NJ Nicole Marie Loiodice Columbia, SC 
Kristen Natalie Cleveland Mt Pleasant, SC Timothy William Long Anderson, SC 
Abigail Marie Cooper Medford Lakes, NJ Jefferys Ashe Macfie 111 Greenvi lle, SC 
Jeremy Michael Cowan Centreville, VA Heather Linn Manske Si mpsonv ille, SC 
Laura Ruth Cromer Greenville, SC Farrah Gibson McCauley Greenville, SC 
Douglas Michael Danowski Marietta, GA Ruth Ann Miller Anderson, SC 
Frances Michele Darden Marietta, GA Julie Anne Moore Starr, SC 
Christopher Edward Drake Montague, NJ Leigh Ann Murray O lean, NY 
Johnny Leon Edmond Pelzer, SC Katherine Suzanne North Lexington, SC 
Anne Frances Efird Greenville, SC Autumn Marie O'Connor Columbi<t, SC 
Michael Ryan Fisher Charleston, SC Blythe Noel Ogden Burke, VA 
Shannon Christopher Freeman Greenville, SC Christopher Dayton Pedrick Eas ley, SC 
Benjamin Franklin Friedle Marlboro, NY A lyssa Anne Penn Fort Lawn, SC 
Tracey Frances Gaetz Greenville, SC Donn ie Wilson Plyler, Jr. Fort Mill, SC 
Carrie Anne Gallicchio Torrington, CT Emily Marie Rabon Aynor, SC 
Ashley Jackson Garner Williamston, SC Jason Penn Reckner Crownsvi lle, MD 
Elliot Richard Gealy Sa lisbury, NC Mary Jennifer Richardson Stratford, CT 
Suzanne R. Gramling Orangeburg, SC Timothy Paul Ristau Genesco, NY 
John Thomas Hagood Columbia, SC *Dawn Lynn Sarnowsk i Mechanicsville, VA 
Zachary Loubiem Hanby Potomac, MD Margaret Lyles Segars Darlington, SC 
Erin Lee Hanes Hickory, NC Terry Alvin Setzer, Jr. Greenvi ll e, SC 
Justyn Lawrence Harper Raleigh, NC Laura Elizabeth Share Roswell, GA 
**Julie Elizabeth Hatchell Florence, SC Matthew Paul Sickler G ibsonia, PA 
Melissa Ryan Hedglin Walhalla, SC Ryan M. Sincla ir Springfield, VA 
*Laurie Lynn Henderson Anderson, SC Heather Zacheis Smith New Castle, DE 
Marketing (continued) 
James Berkley Smith ________ Greenwood, SC Richard Louis Valentine ______ Long Island, NY 
Jeremy Ch ristopher Smith Simpsonville, SC *Taryn Lynn Vaught Beltsville, MD 
Allison Michelle Sokolowski Pittsburgh, PA *Lisa Marie Wallace Marietta, GA 
Richard Keith Spatola, Jr. Rock Hill, SC **Tara Louise Walters Greenville, SC 
Melonie L. Stocker Hopkins, SC William Yates Walton Greenville, .SC 
Kerri Lynn Thomas Decatur, GA **Jason Michael Werner Kinnelon, NJ 
Sean Michael Thornton Easley, SC Brent Alexander Wolak Smithsburg, MD 
Kirnberly Anne Timmerman Greenwood, SC *Laura Jean Yentzer North Potomac, MD 
Gerald Lingy Tsui Monroe Township, NJ Jonathan H. Zimpleman Lexington, SC 
Psychology 
*Thomas Ray Aten _______ Green River, WY Jeffrey Talbert Pearce _______ Statesville, NC 
Scott Alan Curry Rock Hill, SC **Donna S. Peterssen Huntingcon Station, NY 
Matthew Brent Cyr Manchester, CT *Ji llian Marie Petro Chadds Ford, PA 
John Wesley Davis IV Greer, SC Lenzie Blake Phelps Durant, OK 
+•Jonathan Brandon Davis Anderson, SC Jameelah Najiyyah Rasheed Columbia, SC 
Meredith Rae Fogle Conway, SC Rebecca Rivera Kitty Hawk, NC 
Kelly Nicole G illis Greenville, SC *Stacey Marie Smoot Knoxville, TN 
*Katharine Evelyn Hitch Florence, SC **Laura Leeann Stone Pickens, SC 
Nathan Stephen Holleman Chapin, SC Olga Merissa Sutherland Belton, SC 
Kevin Earl Lusk Pickens, SC 
Sociology 
John David Heller~------ Sandy Springs, SC Tiwanda Shelene Simpkins ______ Edgefield, SC 
Benjamin Jonarhan Ross Anderson, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
THOMAS MICHAEL KEINATH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Chemistry 
Mich;1el Lawrence Carmer ______ Fort Mill, SC ***Brian Richard Johnson _______ Seneca , SC 
Percell Maurice Dickson Orangeburg, SC 
Computer Science 
Michael Ray Majarais Brampton, Ontario 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Biosystems Engineering 
(Biosystems Engineering is joincly administered by the College of 
Agriculture, Forestry, and Life Sciences and che College of Engineering and Science.) 
Michael Douglas Burns Greenville, SC John Melvin Kirby lll ________ --,-Latta, SC 
Rex Randall Edmunds Lincolnton, GA Greg Brandon McGlohorn Pomaria, SC 
+***Emily Eliwberh Godbold Florence, SC Stephen Eugene Sheorn Ill Camden, SC 
Nicole Roselle Johnson Charleston, SC 
Ceramic Engineering 
Carmen Leigh Adams _________ Pickens, SC Jovita LaChelle Jacobs _______ Orangeburg, SC 
Brian EdwarJ Bukovirz Aiken, SC *Rachel Long Simpsonvi lle, SC 
Brian EJwarJ Carey Milton, DE *Linda Marie McAffee Waynesboro, GA 
Thomas Stewart Cope land Greenvi lle, SC *Cynthia Jane Rau-Zink Bluffton, SC 
Thomas Welde H<lwkins Johnston, SC Markus Heinrich Teepe SoFun land, SD 
0;1vid Gera ld Hewitt Greenville, SC 
Chemical Engineering 
*Frank Michael Armocida Clemson, SC Heath Jerome Lloyd __________ Latta, SC 
Oliver Adair Brewton Ill Greenville, SC Sheron Lynn Maloney Mt Juliet, TN 
Charles Jonathan Bridgmon Barnwell, SC David Walter Maust Hanover, PA 
*Christopher Scott Cavin Jonesboro, GA Lawrence Edward Miller IV Manning, SC 
**Fc lirn Wing Sam Cheng Florence, SC **Rebecca Morgan Mize Hartwell, GA 
Wendy Michelle Childs Ward, SC John Thomas Moore Spartanburg, SC 
***Raymond Matthew Dunb;u Rock Hill, SC *Charles Robert Morgan Charleston, WV 
**Jesse Lee Faber Simpsonville, SC *Stephen James Moroney Summerville, SC 
+***Thomas Graeme Ferguson Rock Hill, SC *Binh Vinh Nguyen Greenville, SC 
Keith Andria Gayle Sumter, SC Thang Dae Nguyen Greenville, SC 
**Marchew Willimn Gissend<rnner_ Wcsc Columbia, SC Roger Andrew Nichols Marlborough, CT 
Kimberly Alison Goergen Aiken, SC William George Paine Hartsville, SC 
+***Eric Lynn Haseltine Kingsport, TN Dimple Pravin Patel Myrtle Beach, SC 
Nathan Robert Hottel Aiken, SC *Rebecca Dell Pryor Landrum, SC 
Nicole Deandra Johnson Columbia, SC *Jason Everett Putnam Hartsville, SC 
Benjamin David Kahrs Goose Creek, SC *Jill Renee Shipp Conyers, GA 
Seema Chandrakant Kutte Greenville, SC Shawn Michael Smith Williamsburg, VA 
Bryon Edward Leggett Lexington, SC Keith David Solomon Hanahan, SC 
Chemical Engineering (continued) 
Marc Judson Stroble ________ Walterboro, SC ***James Howard Weirich ______ Richmond, VA 
Jennifer Leigh Vaughan Ooltewah, TN **David Philip Whichard Hartsville, SC 
Maurice Brian Watson Decatur, GA Kimberly Ann Wilbert Macungie, PA 
Tiffany Shane Weber Pomaria, SC William Edwin Willis Rock Hill, SC 
Chemistry 
*Byron Alan Hammond ______ Simpsonville, SC Daryl Arthur Pelletier High Point, NC 
James Michael Harrell Spartanburg, SC ***Paul Michael Sheehan ___ West Palm Beach, FL 
LaTarsha Danyell Jones Pineland, SC Julie Anne-Marie Wadford Fort Mill, SC 
*Andrew Peter Kennedy Snellville, GA **Joshua Thomas Wacson Florence, SC 
Kenneth Germaine Littlejohn Gaffney, SC Avis Dorice Wright Denmark, SC 
**Sara McKay West Chester, PA 
Civil Engineering 
Joshua Brian Barnhill _______ ~~Gaffney, SC 
Stephen Ashley Barrett Greenville, SC 
Bryan Joseph Hoffman _________ Albany, NY 
Edujie lmonitie lmoisili Los Angeles, CA 
*Carl Stanley Beattie Milford, MA Keith Alexander Ingram Marietta, GA 
William Patrick Bolger Clerison, SC Ronald Harold Jones, Jr. North Augusta, SC 
Michael Shannon Brice Newberry, SC Johnna Stewart Keller Orangeburg, SC 
**Benjamin Thomas Cathey Asheville, NC Esten Benton Leinster lll Greenville, SC 
Christopher Lynn Chandler Beaufort, SC Rogan Scuarc Martin Zimbabwe, Africa 
***Adam Paul Cochran Lenoir, NC Michael Edward McDonald Columbia, SC 
Allen Thomas Coleman Greenwood, SC ***Michael Travis McKinney Hodges, SC 
J. Clifton Collins Greenwood, SC *Tiernan Kersten McMillan Aiken, SC 
*Kimberly Ann Comprini Greenville, SC Nathan Sean Naidas Blythewood, SC 
*Bryan Lee Cully West Columbia, SC Andrew Joseph Necker Cockeysville, MD 
john David Cummings Burke, VA ***Margaret Dalton Nikovits Mt Pleasanc, SC 
Ryan Owen Dannelly Sumter, SC John Yates Orvin lll Ridgeville, SC 
Michael McLean Darby Charleston, SC *Wade Caston Richardson Society Hill, SC 
*Jennifer Michelle dePercin Irmo, SC James Henry Riddle lll Lexington, SC 
Thomas Charles Felice Philadelphia, PA Ange la Marie Schimizze Worthington, OH 
Trevor Lee Gauron Summerville, SC *Shanna Leigh Thompson Oak Ridge, TN 
**Stefanie Elizabeth Gilbert Greer, SC Jennifer Lee Tropea Mechanicsburg, PA 
John Manning Harper IV Anderson, SC Christopher Bryant Tucker Manasquan, NJ 
Grant Daniel Heyer Lilburn, GA Bobby Mathew Usry North Augusta, SC 
Computer Engineering 
Eric Louis Andry Roebuck, SC 
Hans Bhargava Barnwell, SC 
+*Eric Helmer Mills -,..------~-Clemson, SC 
Alexander A. Novozhilov Novgorod, Russia 
+•••Philip Hutchinson Carns Chester, SC Freddie Bryant Page Columbia, SC 
Jason Michael Dryer Port Charlotte, FL Todd Michael Paige Valdez, AK 
Stephen Charles Forstchen Gastonia, NC Jonathan Lee Perry Fountain Inn, SC 
Benjamin Geoffrey Haupt Greenville, SC Roy Johnathan Philpott Columbia, SC 
Karyn Sheila Higa Jonesboro, GA **Peter Thomas Ranks Greenville, SC 
Tamika Janelle Holman Hampton, VA David Scott Sappenfield Charlotte, NC 
+***William Michael Jones, Jr. Conway, SC Weston Frederic Taber Greenwood, SC 
Steven Howard Kelly Greenville, SC +***Brian Richard Toone Birmingham, AL 
James Michael Kiffney Niskayuna, NY +*Tonhu T. Tran Taylors. SC 
+**Terry Arnold Kingsmore, Jr. ___ Simpsonville, SC Ryan Kirke White Irmo, SC 
Computer Information Systems 
*Derek Joseph Borgert _______ Greenwood, SC Kevin Phillip Metzger ________ Columbia, SC 
Tracey Anita Braddy Piedmont, SC **Benjamin Franklin Sangster Gaston, SC 
John Patrick Chisum Beaufort, SC Tiffany LaDawn Sweeney Simpsonville, SC 
Cornelius Cooper Georgetown, SC *Stephen Norns Sydow North Augusta, SC 
Kelly Margaret DeForest Durham, NH John Andrew Trice Seneca, SC 
James Leonard Glass, Jr. Greer, SC 
Computer Science 
Patrick Jon Antonio _______ Goose Creek, SC David Curtis Freeman Piedmont, SC 
Jeremy Travis Barron Rock Hill, SC Jon Mark Herrin Anderson, SC 
**Jason Christopher Bryfogle Nazareth, PA Matthew Robert Hubley Dover, PA 
*Richard Neil Cancro Charleston, SC +*Andrew Keith Levandoski Pembroke, MA 
David B. Cate Spartanburg, SC *Richard Armstrong Miyares ____ Simpsonville, SC 
+**Warren Andrew Crawford Bartow, FL Paul Ewald Muschick lll Aiken, SC 
*Brandt Wesley Culbertson Mauldin, SC Vinay Rajagopalan Charleston, SC 
*Robert Anthony DeMilio Vicksburg, MS Jacob Andrew Richards Greenville, SC 
Jason Christopher Durham Mauldin, SC jack Christopher Schoon Salt Lake City, UT 
Jessica Rose Ervin Dameron, MD David Allen Stone Easley, SC 
Matthew David Flagg Seneca, SC ***Timothy Shane Whisonant Rock Hill, SC 
*Roger Anthony Fletcher Brevard, NC Michael Eric White Aiken, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
Larry James Allen ll _________ Columbia, SC Jeffrey Scott Moynihan ________ Lilburn, GA 
Jeffrey Michael Alston Greenwood, SC Earl Wayne Neal Swansea, SC 
***Derek William Austin Oak Ridge, TN Vu Cuu Nguyen Greenville, SC 
Jason Lee Berry North Augusta, SC Carlton Thomas Phillips Spartanburg, SC 
Charles Tatum Bethea Marion, SC Clayton Bridge Phillips Spartanburg, SC 
Shawn Gary Burke Chester, VA Latisha Renae Pigett Florence, SC 
Gustina Bernette Collins Wellford, SC Thomas Marion Rawl, Jr. Laurens, SC 
Chantelle Lee Donald Lyndonville, NY Shannon Joy Rayfield Gaffney, SC 
***Jason Anthony Ellenburg Easley, SC ***Gregory William Ridlehuber Laurens, SC 
Russe II Morgan Foster North Charleston, SC David Wayne Robinett Seneca, SC 
James Michael Hamilcon Seneca, SC Reginald Elliott Robinson Columbia, SC 
Jamie Patrick Jackson Green Sea, SC Frederick T. Scott Ill Myrtle Beach, SC 
Kerri Ann Kilbourne Mentor, OH Connie Marie Shields Ridgeway, SC 
Jamie Frank Kimball Appleton, WI *Charles Brandon Snyder Greenwood, SC 
Gregory Robert Knight Sunset Beach, NC Jon Russell Trezona Vero Beach, FL 
Terence William Laakso Titusville, FL Shanika Watkins Saluda, SC 
Kyle Allen Long Greenville, SC Antoinette Kay Williams Olar, SC 
Kenneth Scott McGaha Rock Hill, SC Kevin Quinn Williams Kershaw, SC 
Geology 
Christopher Michael Kirkley _____ Marion, SC 
Industrial Engineering 
Christopher Matthew Albert _____ Pearisburg, VA Anita Ann Nelson _________ Charleston, SC 
Justin Jeremy Altman Lake City, SC *Emily Louise Osier Columbia, SC 
William Ryan Aubrey Lugoff, SC **Jodi Lyn Rhoades Aiken, SC 
+*Brigitte Selene Boy Kingsport, TN *Venesa Ruiz Taylors, SC 
William Duncan Bradshaw, Jr. Chapin, SC Gorkem Sarac Istanbul, Turkey 
Kimberley Michelle Bryson Aiken, SC Carrie Lynn Shivers Lawrenceville, GA 
John Snowden Campbell Johnsonville, SC Daytonia Denise Singleton Charleston, SC 
Tamara Latrell Clyburn Kershaw, SC Ross Andrew Stephenson Simpsonville, SC 
+**Nikole Rose Marie Ebel Northville, Ml ***Jennifer Ruch Scuckey Lexingcon, SC 
Natalie Gay Human Greenwood, SC Jeanette Gail Veach Boiling Springs, SC 
Jonathan Hall Maguire Clemson, SC +*Thomas Daniel Wesc Novi, Ml 
Mathematical Sciences 
***Ellen Kachlccn Bradford, ______ Columbia, SC +*Hannah Marie Tysinger _____ Greensboro, NC 
+•••Jennifer Leigh Ligon Knoxville, TN 
Mechanical Engineering 
David Eli Adelman Charleston, SC Nathan Shane Maloy Clemmons, NC 
Whitney Gail Allen Spartanburg, SC Britton Todd Martin Simpsonville, SC 
+**Mary Virginia Armfield Sylva, NC Jennifer Elaine McKay Pomaria, SC 
Todd David Beak Wagener, SC Billy Joe Medlin II Pickens, SC 
*Macchew Donald Beres Lexingcon, SC Timothy James Mickel, Jr. Beaufort, SC 
**Heath Bradley Bolds Greer, SC Jennifer Roxanna Milanian St Augustine, FL 
Dale Keith Brevard Asheville, NC Alison Graham Minnis Easley, SC 
Michael Andrew Brown Cleveland, TN Richard Brian Mock Charleston, SC 
J11mes lthicl Burns Ill Travelers Rest, SC Jonathan Darrell Oglesby Central, SC 
Andrew Jed Cobin Doylestown, PA Stan Pech Greenville, SC 
Charles Pinson Cooper Laurens, SC Christopher Keith Rawlings Greenville, SC 
An<lrew Soule Crane Columbia, SC Charles Butler Rhoden Ill Chapin, SC 
Benjamin Rush Davis Summercon, SC Jason Andrew Roberts Stanfordville, NY 
+*Glyn A. Finch Greer, SC Grafton Kincannon Robertson Alpharetta, GA 
Jason Ray Foster Greenville, SC +**Jonathan Ellis Robertson Liberty, SC 
Ryan E. Gibson Seneca, SC Jeffrey Alan Schwartz Westminster, SC 
Dana Michael Goins Hilton Head Island, SC Neil John Shepherd Clemson, SC 
Adrian Channing Greene Loris, SC George Alvin Shira IV Anderson, SC 
Matchew Brian Harper Norch Augusca, SC David Arthur Smith Ballston Lake, NY 
Toi Elizabeth Hebden ___ Washington Township, NJ Eric C. Smith Newark, DE 
Charles Albert Hull, Jr. Charleston, SC *Todd Martin Titus Seneca, SC 
Larry Darnell Jackson, Jr. Nashville, TN Mark Benjamin Varadi Greenville, SC 
Cristina Lynn Johnson Aiken, SC JJ Hahna Wagner Sante Fe, NM 
Marcin Russell Knizner Gallacin, TN Meredith Elizabeth Watson Greenville, SC 
Bradford Dean Kuhn IV Aiken, SC David Scott Williams Tacoma, WA 
Jason Landry Leake Camden, SC Rebecca Joann Wilson Easley, SC 
Brandon Scace Lowe Honea Pach, SC Paul Christian Yates, Jr. ___ Hilton Head Island, SC 
Paul Curtis Mahaffey Sumter, SC Jeffrey Ray Zeigler Milford, DE 
Physics 
Heather Brady-=---,---=-------.,.,--Hazlet, NJ Kevin Patrick Marsh-,-------.,,.- Columbia, SC 
William Joseph Goodwin 111 Charlotte, NC +**Parker Lewis Smith Simpsonville, SC 
Textile Chemistry 
Ryan Ashley Ballew _______ Simpsonville, SC 
Valerie Nichole Fallert Irmo, SC 
Stanley Lamar Hunnicutt "----~-Wagener, SC 
Valerie Jean Rosen Goose Creek, SC 
Thad Wesley Gregory Clinton, SC •••Robert Calvin Srnrling Society Hill , SC 
*Michael Preston Hinson Rock Hill, SC •Erica Natasha Thompson Inman, SC 
Textile Management 
James Stroman Davidson, Jr. ______ Walhalla, SC Tara Nicole Lanciault ________ Holliston, MA 
Natalie Mary Donaruma Branford, CT Janet Elizabeth Skrocki Central, SC 
John Graham Heller Ill Columbia, SC Murat Osman Sumer Istanbul, Turkey 
Tex tile Science 
Kedar Vipin Patel _________ Greenville, SC ••Jon Andrew Schifferdecker _____ Winfield, KS 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
HAROLD ERNEST CHEATHAM, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
Amber Rae Allbritt0n _________ Beaufort, SC Haden Randall Mclnnis ______ Laurinburg, NC 
*Kimberly Mounter Bruno Easley, SC Katherine Alison Moody Mauldin, SC 
*Bethany Elaine Cole Spartanburg, SC Stephanie Lynn Morris Sumter, SC 
••Deidre Michelle Deretchin Greenville, SC Elizabeth Mcfee Mroczka Alpharetta, GA 
••Lauren Rebecca Ellis Baltimore, MD Emily Diane Parker Rock Hill, SC 
Benjamin Robert Irby, Jr. Belt0n, SC **Helen Suzanne Parker Greenville, SC 
*Lori Kathleen Johnson Avon, CT Lisa Shea Smith Taylors, SC 
+•Sandra Margaret Johnson Atlanta, GA Ryan Patrick Snyder Myrtle Beach, SC 
Shannon Holly Kelley Hartsville, SC **Tara Leann Thames Florence, SC 
Cortney Elizabeth Kinney Sumter, SC +**Karen Ashley Williams Norway, SC 
Caroline Lawton Maner Columbia, SC 
Elementary Education 
Amanda Nicole Acquaro ______ Lancaster, SC Cheryl Pace Kelly __________ Pickens, SC 
**Olivia Marie Act0n Easley, SC Jennifer Ann Kunz Lawrenceville, NJ 
Stacie Ann Banister Simpsonville, SC *Peggy Whitcomb Lesley Simpsonville, SC 
*Michelle Denise Bodie Miami, FL Holly Nicole Majka Webster, MA 
*Kimberly Dawn Borngesser Flemington, NJ Kathleen Harris McCracken Columbia, MD 
**Marie Elizabeth Bower Irmo, SC *Misty Barry McCullough West Columbia, SC 
Rosalind Call Bright San Ant0nio, TX Heather Olivia Medlin Easley, SC 
**Amy Hansley Brown Laurens, SC Kayci Davis Merritt Piedmont, SC 
•••Kristi Nicole Campbell Greenville, SC Christine Anne Molkentin Garden City, NY 
Carie Lorraine Chester East Windsor, NJ Gina Masterson Morgan Pickens, SC 
*Burma Amanda Clark Johnston, SC Dorothy Christine Muscott Summerville, SC 
*Kristy Lynn Crain Westminster, SC **Jennifer Lynne Nunes Taylors, SC 
Julie Lynn Dabkowski Midd letown, OH Nicki Maree O'Shea! Piedmont, SC 
Nicole Marie Dit0ro Chester, NH *Stacey Dawn Powell Walhalla, SC 
+***Elizabeth Alexander Duncan Seneca, SC *Tracey Leah Powell Walhalla, SC 
Jeremy Wayne Edwards Hammonton, NJ David Alan Price Gresham, SC 
Robin Anderson Edwards Easley, SC **Melissa Marie Riddle Pickens, SC 
•••Jennifer Susan Ellenburg Easley, SC Kristen Anne Robbins Clifton, VA 
Wendy A. Estes Piedmont, SC Beth Valentine Robison Anderson, SC 
+*April Marie Eubanks Central, SC Patti Anne Schortemcyer Oakdale, NY 
Marie Ann Flake North Augusta, SC *Lottye Anne Seawright Johnscon, SC 
Mark David Fridkin East Northport, NY Reagan Ann Shirley Due West, SC 
Patrick Ashely Gardner Lancaster, SC Michelle Leigh Sipe Garden City, SC 
Jenny Lynn Garvin Seneca, SC Summer Dee Skidmore Wildwood, FL 
Constance Regenia Goodwine Beaufort, SC Melissa Elaine Smith Bath, SC 
*Megan Leigh Hackler Alpharetta, GA •••Nadia F. Smith Fair Play, SC 
Kelley Renee Harbin Anderson, SC **Janel Lenore Sullivan Easley, SC 
**Kimberly Dawn Helms Easley, SC Catherine Mullen Taylor Columbia, SC 
•Cami Jo Homan Toledo, OH *Kimberly Bearden Turner North Augusta, SC 
Joycelyn LaTosha Jeffcoat Swansea, SC ••Crystal Dawn Yan Kirk Walhalla, SC 
+*Erin Marie Keffeler Summerville, SC Kari Lynn Woodson Fort Mill, SC 
Secondary Education 
Andrea Kara Banish _________ Roswell, GA •Joshua Richard Gray __________ lva, SC 
Tara Elizabeth Bennett Chester, SC *Ashley Noelle Bryson Harmon ___ Greenville, SC 
Nicole Renee Brookins Columbia, SC April Huskey Hays W1lli•mston, SC 
Shelly Marie Clodfelter Pendleton, SC John Michael LeGrand Winnsboro, SC 
Anthony Joseph Dandrea Greensburg, PA Thomas Christopher Looper Greenville, SC 
Lat0ya Nicole Dixon Rock Hill, SC Laura Marie Matasovsky Waldorf, MD 
*Kirkland Lee Dowd Mt Pleasant, SC Patrick James Michaels Scituate, MA 
Jonathan David Dunagin Boiling Springs, SC *Christina Ann Pacek West Union, SC 
Jaime Heather Goldman Lexingt0n, SC Kevin Matchew Pederson Fairfax, VA 
Robert Matthew Grant Sumter, SC •••Annette Lesley Riffle Delt0na, FL 
Secondary Education (continued) 
**Brooke Erin Sharpe _________ Pickens, SC •••James Daniel Travis ------ Dacusville, SC 
•••Susan Kimberly Shaw Lancaster, PA 
Special Education 
Mary Nacasha Allen _________ Aynor, SC Stephen Todd Hunnicutt Clemson, SC 
Ashley Elizabeth Anderson Conway, SC *Lesa Satterfield Jones Easley, SC 
•••Sheila Gilbert Ballard Greenville, SC *Rachel Hughes Jones Seneca, SC 
Lori Lynne Beranek Aiken, SC Julie Renee Krick Orange Park, FL 
Jill Rica Carroll Webster, MA Julie Elizabeth Long Johnston, SC 
*Johnna Lauren Duncan Columbia, SC **Desma Elizabeth Manigault ___ Moncks Corner, SC 
Carrie Elizabeth Dunlap Greenville, SC Rebecca Lynn Middleton ____ West Bloomfield, Ml 
John Kippy Edwards Barnwell, SC *Susan Kay Purser Pendleton, SC 
Heather Matrice Fucile Randolph, MA Mary Amanda Flowers Schubert Dillon, SC 
Susan Kay Hallex Summerville, SC Jamie Marie Sheehan Millis, MA 
**Jill Lindsey Harper Seneca, SC Shane Andrew Thompson Clayton, GA 
Jennifer Rice Holcombe Williamston, SC **Melita E. Wh1tfield Easley, SC 
Heather Lynn Holmquist Mt Pleasant, SC Angela Lynn Wnght Piedmont, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Secondary Education and Spanish 
Matthew Anthony Smuro ____ Long Branch, NJ 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Health Science 
Corlie Ann Baker Cheraw, SC Sharon Elizabeth Moore Fort Mill, SC 
Corrie Elizabeth Banis Charleston, SC Tara Nicole Moseley Camden, SC 
Lisa R. Bassett Rochester, NY •••Jennifer Ann Nalley Simpsonville, SC 
Jayne Rhoades Boger Columbia, SC *Richard Allen Owens, Jr. Johnsonville, SC 
Jennifer Lynn Boltjes Lexington, SC *Alexandra Parra Greenville, SC 
Louisa Conyers Buxron Charleston, SC Julie A. Polovick Kenosha, WI 
Alysha Marie Campbell Myrtle Beach, SC Kindra Leanna Poole Lexington, SC 
Betsy Dixon Carter Lamar, SC Amanda Nicole Powell Clearwater, FL 
Kathleen Lynn Cobb Hanahan, SC Kerry Elizabeth Rayfield Columbia, SC 
+*Karyn Leah Crowder Charleston, SC Holly Ann Reid Williamston, SC 
Shawna Michelle Culler Orangeburg, SC ••Erica Jocelyn Rogers Dillon, SC 
Michael Lee Dobbs asper, AL Joseph Biederman Rossheim II __ Fort Lauderdale, FL 
Jennifer Dougherty Ramsey, NJ Benjamin Sean Scott Summerville, SC 
Shawn Conley Edwards Simpsonville, SC Brendon Robert Serra Trumbull, CT 
Darren David Elles Winston-Salem, NC *Kerri Lee Stechauner Irmo, SC 
+•••Melissa Ann Flak Orlando, FL Charlotte Michelle Stith Mt Pleasant, SC 
Jerry Preston Greene Peachtree City, GA Brandon Michael Streeter Gettysburg, PA 
Melody Suzanne Hagood Blythewood, SC Bridget Kathleen Tennity Kennett Square, PA 
••Rebecca Leigh Haltiwanger Columbia, SC David Laws Thornton IV ___ Hilton Head Island, SC 
Bryan Marshall Hansen Bloomington, MN Amanda Elizabeth Todd Columbia, SC 
Jaime Lynne Horn Summerville, SC Michelle Hope Tompkins Lexington, SC 
Angela Dianne Howell Easley, SC *Kelly Marie Vander Veen Richmond, VA 
*Leigh Angela ldo West Columbia, SC **Lara Beth Watson Chesterfield, VA 
Mary Grace Johnson Sea Girt, NJ Samantha Denise Watt Toronto, Onrnrio 
**Lee Anne Jones Plum Branch, SC Wallace Patrick Weathers Bowman, SC 
Yolanda Irvette Jones Fairfax, SC William Fralix Weathers Bowman, SC 
Ashley Hall Leinster Greenville, SC David Boland Wham Clinton, SC 
**Greta Nicole LeMaster Union, SC Heather Michele Wills Leesburg, VA 
••Julianne Elizabeth Littmann ___ Highland Mills, NY Tracey Alys Wright Duxbury, MA 
Ashley Katherine McKinney ____ Plum Branch, SC *Angela Marie Zunino Kennett Squ::irc, PA 
Industrial Education 
••Matthew Sean Blair--------- Belton, SC Matthew Jerry Dover __________ York, SC 
Kristin A. Blomstedt Portsmouth, RI Wesley Grover Ellis, Jr. Hephzibah, GA 
Mathematics 
Sara Elizabeth Bodie_,.-------- Clemson, SC 
Christine Anne Church Fort Mill, SC 
Jennifer Michelle McClure Fort Mill, SC 
Teaching 
*Annemarie Picciola Murrells Inlet, SC 
Jesse Cawley Woodward ___ San Juan Capistrano, CA 
Nursing 
Susan Lynn Bachmann -------Marietta, GA Dawn Marie Chylko -------- Herndon, VA 
Amy Elizabeth Barnett Greenville, SC Susan Lynn Connell Martinsville, NJ 
Glenn Alexander Baux San Diego, CA Judith Love Crater Gaffney, SC 
•••Catherine Mary Brickley Greenville, SC Paula Lynn Denault Leesburg, VA 
Susan Brandee Broome Jacksonville, FL Christopher Jason Domrese Sumter, SC 
+•Elizabeth Ann Brosnan Clemson, SC Erin Barbara Donovan Greenville, SC 
••Audrey Lee Brown Anderson, SC Emily O'T uel Fooshe Bennettsville, SC 
+••Julie Marie Brown Macon, GA Orinda Patty Lara Garez Anderson, SC 
*Carol E. Cain Greenville, SC Jamie Michele Griggs Columbia, SC 
Robin Michele Caruthers Alpharetta, GA Catherine Elizabeth Hamrick Gaffney, SC 
Nursing (continued) 
+***Kelli Melissa Hawkins ______ Greenville, SC Jessica Plaice----------- Rock Hill, SC 
*Robin Michele Hendrix Easley, SC Lori Ann Rabon Givhans, SC 
•••Sharon Rae Kanagy Westminster, SC +•••Alison Carisa Rollins Cheraw, SC 
Brian Russ Kinard Florence, SC Shelley Danielle Rose Florence, SC 
Charlesa Ann LeCroy Belton, SC Laura Beth Saylors Anderson, SC 
+••Jana Elizabeth Light Columbia, SC Sara Elizabeth Sharpe Irmo, SC 
Nawkea Martin-Jones Anderson, SC Kathryn Allison Sheriff Easley, SC 
+••Christine Louise McMullin Cheshire, CT *Lisa Michelle Smith Williamscon, SC 
••Candice Elizabeth Meeks Anderson, SC •••Paula Michelle Spitz Anderson, SC 
Lamia Shalabi Mereby Greenville, SC *Henry Thomas Stubbs Westminster, SC 
Latanya Kay Moton Edgefield, SC **Colleen Olivia Su llivan Easley, SC 
Meagan Dawn Nichols Rock Hill, SC *Amy Lynn Suppinger Simpsonville, SC 
Michelle Lee Niemeyer Elgin, SC Kristin Ashlee Tomlinson Florence, SC 
Colleen Therese O'Brien Duluth, GA Brittany Lynne Vandenber Roswell, GA 
Michelle Ann Owens Moncks Corner, SC *Colleen Catherine West Myrtle Beach, SC 
*Christy Suzanne Phillips Long Creek, SC 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Larry Kevin Bell _-,-_______ Greenville, SC Scott Walker Kelley _________ Seneca, SC 
David Andrew Blondeau Greer, SC John Daves Kirby Roanoke, VA 
Ashley Shane Brooks Rock Hill, SC Rachel Marie Koon Greenville, SC 
Alison Michelle Bullock Cream Ridge, NJ Kelly Denise Lasher Weaverville, NC 
*Amy Marie Cloaninger Greenville, SC *Olivia Maureen Latson Greenville, SC 
Kristy Lyn Collene Eliot, ME Jimmie Harrison Meece, Jr. Six Mile, SC 
Carrie Lin Confer Summerville, SC Sarah Rebecca Moll Avalon, NJ 
Kerry J. Daye Billerica, MA Bethanne Murphy l licksvillc, NY 
Megan Lee Dugger Middleburg, FL Nancy Jean Pepin Evam, GA 
Renee lleene Frank Longwood, FL Holland Daniel Postell Su mmerville, SC 
Christopher Andrew Grace Seneca, SC Bryson Kimberly Ritter Hampton, SC 
Michael Carrol Hamet Greer, SC John Michael Roberts Anderson, SC 
Stephen Jason Hamilton Seneca, SC +**Shawna Joann Smith Canonsburg, PA 
Sharon Marie Hazel Walterboro, SC Adrian Michelle Threatt Jefferson, SC 
Cade Dean Henderson Sumter, SC Stephanie Ann Waldron Upper Marlboro, MD 
Stacey Dawn Higgs San Antonio, TX Josh Louin Wise Florence, SC 
Carl Edward Janicke Ill Rock Hill, SC Tracy Lynn Wombwell Goose Creek, SC 
Pre .. professional Studies 
*Kimberly Rena Hilyer _______ Columbia, SC *Christina Marie Lund _______ Anderson, SC 
Science 
**James Phidell Burrell ________ Six Mile, SC 
*Meredith Anthony Garner Gaffney, SC 
*Tonya Leigh Jones Belton, SC 
*Michelle Christy Lanphier Charleston, SC 
*Cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.40 to 3.69 
**Magna cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.70 to 3.89 
***Summa cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.90 to 4.00 
Teaching 
*Christopher Paul Miller ----_,,.,_Pittsburgh, PA 
Kelly Ann Rottmann Gaithersburg, MD 
Summer Nicole Yeargin Gaffney, SC 
+Departmental Honors: The graduates so designated have cornpleced an enriched program of study designed by their 
departments with the approval of the Calhoun College Honors Program. To earn Departmental Honors students must 
complete an honors thesis and/or ocher upper division honors courses, while maintaining an overall gradc~pomt ratio of 
3.40 or higher. Departmental Honors graduates appear in the line of march wearing the Calhoun College Honors 
Medallion on an orange and purple ribbon. This meda llion is made possible by an endowment established by Mrs. 
Katherine Inabinet Vickery of Columbia, South Carolina, to honor the memory of her husband and Clemson graduate, 
the late B. C. Inabinet. 
Students wearing the white stoles over their gowns are members of honorary societies that require a minimum 3.00 
grade point ratio for membership. The stoles have the University seal embroidered on one side, and on the other side 
are che emblem(s) of honorary societies in which the student is a member. 
Awards 
NORRIS MEDAL 
First awarded at Clemson University in 1908, the Norris Medal was established under the 
terms of the will of the Honorable D. K. Norris, a life trustee of this institution. The medal 
is given each year to the graduating student who, on the basis of exceptional scholastic 
achievement and leadership ability, is judged by the University Scholarships and Awards 
Committee to be the best all-around student. 
All recipients of the Norris Medal have their names affixed to a bronze plaque mounted 
at the front entrance of Sikes Hall. 
RECIPIENT OF THE NORRIS MEDAL FOR 1999 
HEATHER FAYE BUXTON 
Pace, FL 
ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN AW ARD 
The Sullivan Award is given annually to individuals who possess the characteristics of 
heart, mind, and conduct as evince a spirit of love for and helpfulness to other men and 
women. These humanitarian qualities are exhibited in the following recipients. 
ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN STUDENT AWARDS FOR 1999 
RAYMOND MATTHEW DUNBAR 
Rock Hill, SC 
JODI LYN RHOADES 
Aiken, SC 
ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER AW ARD 
This award is presented by the C lemson Alumni Association for distinguished 
achievements in classroom teaching. The faculty recipient is selected by the Student 
Alumni Council from nominations submitted by students. A bronze plaque is presented 
permanently to the recipient and the award carries with it a stipend of fifteen hundred 
dollars. 
RECIPIENT OF THE ALUMN I MASTER TEACHER AWARD FOR 1999 
DR. SIDNEY MICHAEL KILBEY II 
FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
Established at Clemson University in 1959, this award is made annually by the faculty of 
Clemson University to the member of the graduating class who has the highest scholastic 
achievement. All graduates who have completed the requirements for the bachelor's 
degree since the last commencement exercise and who have completed at Clemson at least 
75 percent of the work required for graduation shall be eligible for consideration. 
RECIPIENTS OF THE FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD FOR 1999 
DAVID MICHAEL BROWN 
Mariecta, SC 
HEATHER FAYE BUXTON 
Pace, FL 
KRISTI NICOLE CAMPBELL 
Greenville, SC 
ELIZABETH ALEXANDER DUNCAN 
Seneca, SC 
JENNIFER SUSAN ELLENBURG 
Easley, SC 
MELISSA ANN FLAK 
Orlando, FL 
DAVID PEMBROKE FORD 
Waldorf, MD 
ANNETTE LESLEY RIFFLE 
Deltona, FL 
JENNIFER RUTH STUCKEY 
Lexingcon, SC 
MELISSA ANNE VANDERBROOK 
Mecairie, LA 
Historical Statement 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson (1807-1888), who 
left the bulk of his estate to the State of South Carolina for the founding of the 
institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and educated at the 
Royal School of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). His early profession was that of a 
mining engineer; however, circumstances diverted his interests into politics 
and the life of a southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate 
of scientific agriculture. He had a career as a diplomat (charge d'affaires to 
Belgium, 1844-1852) and served as the first Superintendent of Agricultural 
Affairs in Washington (1860). As a scientist he published numerous articles in 
the fields of mining, chemistry and agriculture. His varied activities included 
his assistance in the founding of the Maryland Agricultural College, his support 
of the Morrill Act, his leadership in South Carolina after the Civil War, and 
his part in founding Clemson University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son-in-law of South Carolina's John C. Calhoun, a 
political figure of national importance during the first half of the nineteenth 
century. Mr. Calhoun's home, Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson Campus as 
a national shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with an 
enrollment of 446. The first "college prospectus" announced only two four-year 
curricula, supplemented by two two-year preparatory courses. Today the 
University has six major academic units. These are the College of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Life Sciences, the College of Architecture, Arts and Humanities, 
the College of Business and Public Affairs, the College of Engineering and 
Science, the College of Health, Education and Human Development, and the 
Graduate School. 
The institution is an accredited member of the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools; various curricula are accredited by the Accreditation 
Board for Engineering and Technology, American Assembly of Collegiate 
Schools of Business, Computing Sciences Accreditation Board, Council on 
Accreditations of the National Recreation and Park Association, National 
Architectural Accrediting Board, National Association of State Directors of 
Teacher Education and Certification, National Council for Accreditation of 
Teacher Education, National League for Nursing, and Society of American 
Foresters. 
Clemson is a land-grant institution. As such, it is engaged not only in its 
primary academic program, but does extensive research at the main campus and 
at five agricultural experiment stations located in the State. The University is 
also heavily committed to a varied program of public service, including the 
work of agricultural extension which has professional personnel located in each 
of the State's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
A. C. Corcoran, '19 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of great conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
Note: Candidates appearing in this program are not certified graduates. Likewise, 
academic honors designations are based upon performance prior to final grades. Both 
certification of graduation and honors designations must come from the Registrar of 
the University. 
********** 
First Aid A First Aid Station is located at Portal 0. 
Evacuation System Littlejohn Coliseum is equipped with a fire alarm evacuation 
system. In the event of activation, as noted by sustained horns and strobe lights, 
please proceed to the closest available exit. Remain outside the building until fire 
officials deem the building safe to re-enter. 
No Smoking Smoking is prohibited in the seating area of Littlejohn Coliseum. 
Cigarette receptacles are provided around the outer concourse. 
